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BUFFERING OF DECODED REFERENCE PICTURES

Field of the invention

The present invention relates to scalable video coding, and more

particularly to buffering of decoded reference pictures.

Background of the invention

Some video coding systems employ scalable coding in which some

elements or element groups of a video sequence can be removed
without affecting the reconstruction of other parts of the video

sequence. Scalable video coding is a desirable feature for many

multimedia applications and services used in systems employing

decoders with a wide range of processing power. Scalable bit streams

can be used, for example, for rate adaptation of pre- encoded unicast
streams in a streaming server and for transmission of a single bit

stream to terminals having different capabilities and/or with different

network conditions.

Scalability is typically implemented by grouping the image frames into a

number of hierarchical layers. The image frames coded into the image

frames of the base layer substantially comprise only the ones that are

compulsory for the decoding of the video information at the receiving

end. One or more enhancement layers can be determined above the

base layer, each one of the layers improving the quality of the decoded
video in comparison with a lower layer. However, a meaningful decoded

representation can be produced by decoding only certain parts of a

scalable bit stream.

An enhancement layer may enhance the temporal resolution (i.e. the

frame rate), the spatial resolution, or just the quality. In some cases,
data of an enhancement layer can be truncated after a certain location,

even at arbitrary positions, whereby each truncation position with some

additional data represents increasingly enhanced visual quality. Such

scalability is called fine-grained (granularity) scalability (FGS). In

contrast to FGS, the scalability provided by a quality enhancement layer



not providing fine-grained scalability is called coarse-grained
scalability (CGS).

One of the current development projects in the field of scalable video
coding is the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) standard, which will later
become the scalable extension to ITU-T H.264 video coding standard
(also know as ISO/I EC MPEG-4 AVC). According to the SVC standard
draft, a coded picture in a spatial or CGS enhancement layer includes
an indication of the inter- layer prediction basis. The inter-layer
prediction includes prediction of one or more of the following three

parameters: coding mode, motion information and sample residual. Use

of inter-layer prediction can significantly improve the coding efficiency of
enhancement layers. Inter-layer prediction always comes from lower
layers, i.e. a higher layer is never required in decoding of a lower layer.

In a scalable video bitstream, for an enhancement layer picture a
picture from whichever lower layer may be selected for inter-layer

prediction. Accordingly, if the video stream includes multiple scalable
layers, it may include pictures on intermediate layers, which are not

needed in decoding and playback of an entire upper layer. Such

pictures are referred to as non-required pictures (for decoding of the
entire upper layer).

In the decoding process, the decoded pictures are placed in a picture
buffer for a delay, which is required to recover the actual order of the

picture frames. However, the prior-art scalable video methods have the

serious disadvantage that hierarchical temporal scalability consumes
unnecessarily many frame slots in the decoded picture buffer. When

hierarchical temporal scalability is utilized in H.264/AVC and SVC by

removing some of the temporal levels including reference pictures, the

state of the decoded picture buffer is maintained essentially unchanged
in both the original bitstream and the pruned bitstream with the

decoding process, wherein frame numbering includes gaps. This is due
to the fact that the decoding process generates "non-existing" frames
marked as "used for short-term reference" for missing values of frame
numbers that correspond to the removed reference pictures. The sliding

window decoded reference picture marking process is used to mark



reference pictures when the "non- existing" frames are generated. In

this process, only pictures on the base layer are marked as "used for
long-term reference" when they are decoded. All the other pictures may
be subject to removal and must therefore be handled identically to the

corresponding "non-existing" frames that are generated in the decoder

as the response of the removal.

This has the impact that the number of buffered decoded pictures easily
increases to a level, which significantly exceeds a typical size of

decoded picture buffer in the levels specified in H.264/AVC (i.e. about
5). Since many of the reference pictures marked as "used for short-term

reference" are actually not used for reference in subsequent pictures in

the same temporal level, it would be desirable to handle the decoded
picture marking process more efficiently.

Summary of the invention

Now there is invented an improved method and technical equipment
implementing the method, by which the number of buffered decoded
pictures can be decreased. Various aspects of the invention include an

encoding and a decoding method, an encoder, a decoder, a video

encoding device, a video decoding device, computer programs for
performing the encoding and the decoding, and a data structure, which

aspects are characterized by what is stated below. Various
embodiments of the invention are disclosed.

According to a first aspect, a method according to the invention is based

on the idea of decoding a scalable video data stream comprising a base

layer and at least one enhancement layer, the method comprising:
decoding pictures of the video data stream according to a first decoding

algorithm, if pictures only from the base layer are to be decoded; and
decoding pictures of the video data stream according to a second
decoding algorithm, if pictures from the base layer and from at least one

enhancement layer are to be decoded.

According to an embodiment, the steps of decoding pictures of the

video data stream include a process of marking decoded reference
pictures.



According to an embodiment, said first decoding algorithm is compliant
with a sliding window decoded reference picture marking process
according to H.264/AVC.

According to an embodiment, said second decoding algorithm carries
out a sliding window decoded reference picture marking process, which
is operated separately for each group of pictures having same values of

temporal scalability and inter-layer coding dependency.

According to an embodiment, in response to decoding a reference
picture located on a particular temporal level, a previous reference
picture on the same temporal level is marked as unused for reference.

According to an embodiment, the decoded reference pictures on

temporal level 0 are marked as long-term reference pictures.

According to an embodiment, memory management control operations
tackling long-term reference pictures are prevented for the decoded
pictures on temporal levels greater than 0.

According to an embodiment, memory management control operations
tackling short-term pictures are restricted only for the decoded pictures
on the same or higher temporal level than the current picture.

According to a second aspect, there is provided a method of decoding a
scalable video data stream comprising a base layer and at least one
enhancement layer, the method comprising: decoding signalling
information received with a scalable data stream, said signalling
information including information about temporal scalability and inter-

layer coding dependencies of pictures on said layers; decoding the

pictures on said layers in decoding order; and buffering the decoded
pictures according to an independent sliding window process such that
said process is operated separately for each group of pictures having
same values of temporal scalability and inter-layer coding dependency.



The arrangement according to the invention provides significant

advantages. A basic idea underlying the invention is that if pictures only

from the base layer of a scalable video stream are decoded, then a

decoding algorithm compliant with prior known methods is used, but if

pictures from upper layers having reference pictures on lower layers,

e.g. on the base layer, are decoded, then a new, more optimized

decoding algorithm is used. With the new sliding window process for

buffering the decoded pictures, number of buffered decoded pictures

can be reduced significantly, since no "non-existing" frames are

generated in the buffer. Another advantage is that the new sliding

window process enables to keep the reference picture lists identical in

both H.264/AVC base layer decoding and in SVC base layer decoding.

Furthermore, a new memory management control operation introduced

along the new sliding window process provides the advantage that

temporal level upgrade positions can be easily identified. Moreover, the

reference pictures at certain temporal levels can be marked as "unused

for reference" without referencing them explicitly.

The further aspects of the invention include various apparatuses

arranged to carry out the inventive steps of the above methods.

Brief Description of the Drawings and the Annexes

In the following, various embodiments of the invention will be described

in more detail with reference to the appended drawings, in which

Fig. 1 shows a temporal segment of an exemplary scalable video

stream;

Fig. 2 shows a prediction reference relationship of the scalable

video stream of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3a shows an example of a video sequence coded using

hierarchical temporal scalability;

Fig. 3b shows the example sequence of Fig. 3a in decoding order;



Fig. 3c shows the example sequence of Fig. 3a in output order

delayed enough to be recovered in the decoder;

Fig. 4 shows the contents of the decoded picture buffer according

to prior art;

Fig. 5 shows the contents of the decoded picture buffer according

to an embodiment;

Fig. 6 shows an encoding device according to an embodiment in a

simplified block diagram;

Fig. 7 shows a decoding device according to an embodiment in a

simplified block diagram;

Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of a mobile communication device

according to a preferred embodiment;

Fig. 9 shows a video communication system, wherein the invention

is applicable;

Fig. 10 shows a multimedia content creation and retrieval system;

Fig. 11 shows a typical sequence of operations carried out by a

multimedia clip editor;

Fig. 12 shows typical sequence of operations carried out by a

multimedia server;

Fig. 13 shows typical sequence of operations carried out by a

multimedia retrieval client;

Fig. 14 shows an IP multicasting arrangement where each router

can strip the bitstream according to its capabilities;

Annex 1 discloses Reference picture making in SVC, proposed

MMCO changes to specification text; and



Annex 2 discloses Reference picture making in SVC, proposed EIDR

changes to specification text.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The invention is applicable to all video coding methods using scalable

video coding. Video coding standards include ITU-T H.261 , ISO/IEC

MPEG-1 Visual, ITU-T H.262 or ISO/IEC MPEG-2 Visual, ITU-T H.263,

ISO/IEC MPEG-4 Visual and ITU-T H.264 (also known as ISO/IEC

MPEG-4 AVC). In addition, there are efforts working towards new video

coding standards. One is the development of the scalable video coding

(SVC) standard, which will become the scalable extension to

H.264/AVC. The SVC standard is currently being developed under the

JVT, the joint video team formed by ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG.

The second effort is the development of China video coding standards

organized by the China Audio Visual coding Standard Work Group

(AVS).

The following is an exemplary illustration of the invention using the

scalable video coding SVC as an example. The SVC coding will be

described t > a level of detail considered satisfactory for understanding

the invention and its preferred embodiments. For a more detailed

description of the implementation of SVC, reference is made to the SVC

standard, the latest specification of which is described in JVT-Q202,
17t h JVT meeting, Nice, France, October 2005.

A scalable bit stream contains at least two scalability layers, the base

layer and one or more enhancement layers. If one scalable bit stream

contains a plurality of scalability layers, it then has the same number of
alternatives for decoding and playback. Each layer is a decoding

alternative. Layer 0 , the base layer, is the first decoding alternative.

The bitstream composed of layer 1, i.e. the first enhancement layer, and

layer 0 is the second decoding alternative, etc. In general, the bitstream

composed of an enhancement layer and any lower layers in the
hierarchy from which successful decoding of the enhancement layer

depends on, is a decoding alternative.



The scalable layer structure in the draft SVC standard is characterized

by three variables, namely temporaljevel, dependencyjd and

qualityjevel, which are signalled in the bitstream or can be derived

according to the specification. Temporaljevel is used to indicate

temporal scalability or frame rate. A layer consisted of pictures of a

smaller temporaljevel value has a smaller frame rate. Dependencyjd

is used to indicate the inter-layer coding dependency hierarchy. At any

temporal location, a picture of a smaller dependencyjd value may be

used for inter- layer prediction for coding of a picture with a larger

dependencyjd value. Qualityjevel is used to indicate FGS layer

hierarchy. At any temporal location and with identical dependencyjd

value, an FGS picture with qualityjevel value equal to QL uses the

FGS picture or base quality picture (the non- FGS picture when QL- 1 =

0) with qualityjevel value equal to QL- 1 for inter- layer prediction.

Fig. 1 shows a temporal segment of an exemplary scalable video

stream with the displayed values of the three variables. Note that the

time values are relative, i.e. time = 0 does not necessarily mean the

time of the first picture in display order in the bitstream. A typical

prediction reference relationship of the example is shown in Fig. 2 ,

where solid arrows indicate the inter prediction reference relationship in

the horizontal direction, and dashed block arrows indicate the inter-layer

prediction reference relationship. The pointed-to instance uses the

instance in the other direction for prediction reference.

In this application, the term "layer" refers to a set of pictures having

identical values of temporaljevel, dependencyjd and qualityjevel,

respectively. To decode and playback an enhancement layer, typically

the lower layers including the base layer should also be available,

because the lower layers may be used for inter-layer prediction, directly

or indirectly, in coding of the enhancement layer. For example, in Figs.

1 and 2, the pictures with (t, T, D, Q) equal to (0, 0 , 0, 0) and (8, 0, 0 , 0)

belong to the base layer, which can be decoded independently of any

enhancement layers. The picture with (t, T, D, Q) equal to (4, 1, 0 , 0)

belongs to an enhancement layer that doubles the frame rate of the

base layer, and the decoding of this layer needs the presence of the



base layer pictures. The pictures with (t, T, D, Q) equal to (0, 0, 0 , 1)

and (8, 0 , 0 , 1) belong to an enhancement layer that enhances the

quality and bitrate of the base layer in the FGS manner, and the

decoding of this layer also needs the presence of the base layer

pictures.

The drawbacks of the prior art solutions and basic idea underlying the

present invention will be next illustrated by referring to Figures 3 - 5 .

Figure 3a presents an example of a video sequence coded using

hierarchical temporal scalability with five temporal levels 0 - 4 . The

output order of pictures in Figure 3a runs from left to right. Pictures are

labeled with their frame number value (frame_num). Non-reference

pictures, i.e. pictures to which no other picture refers to, reside in the

highest temporal level and printed in italics. The inter prediction

dependencies of the reference pictures are the following: Picture 0 is an

IDR picture. The reference picture of picture 1 is picture 0 . The

reference pictures for picture 9 are pictures 0 and 1. The reference

pictures in any picture at temporal level 1 or above are the closest

reference pictures in output order in any lower temporal level. For

example, the reference pictures of picture 2 are pictures 0 and 1, and

the reference pictures of picture 3 are pictures 0 and 2 .

Figure 3b presents the example sequence in decoding order, and

Figure 3c presents the example sequence in output order delayed by

such an amount that the output order can be recovered in the decoder.

Figure 4 presents the contents of the decoded picture buffer according

to the current SVC. The same buffering scheme applies in H.264/AVC

also. Pictures 0 , 1 and 9 on the base layer are marked as "used for

long-term reference" when they are decoded (picture 9 replaces picture

0 as a long-term reference picture). All the other pictures are marked
according to the sliding window decoded reference picture marking

process, because they may be subject to removal and must therefore

be handled identically to the corresponding "non-existing" frames that

are generated in the decoder as the response of the removal. The

process generates "non-existing" frames marked as "used for short-term

reference" for missing values of frame_num (that correspond to the



removed reference pictures). Pictures, which have underlined

frame numbers, are marked as "unused for reference" but are buffered

to arrange them in output order.

In the current SVC, the syntax element dependencyjd signaled in the

bitstream is used to indicate the coding dependencies of different

scalable layers. The sliding window decoded reference picture marking

process is performed for all pictures having an equal value of

dependencyjd. This results in buffering non-required decoded pictures,

which reserves memory space needlessly. It can be seen in the

example of Fig. 4 that the number of buffered decoded pictures peaks

at 11, which significantly exceeds a typical size of decoded picture

buffer in the levels specified in H.264/AVC (which is about 5 pictures

when the picture size is according to a typical operation point of a level).

It should also be noted that the maximum number of temporal levels in

SVC is 8 (in this example only 5 levels were used), which would require

even a significantly higher number of reference pictures in the decoded

picture buffer.

Now according to an aspect of the invention, the operation of the sliding

window decoded reference picture marking process is altered such that,

instead of operating the process for all pictures having an equal value of

dependencyjd, an independent sliding window process is operated per

each combination of dependencyjd and temporaljevel values. Thus,

decoding of a reference picture of a certain temporaljevel causes

marking of a past reference picture with the same value of

temporaljevel as "unused for reference". Furthermore, the decoding

process for gaps in framejium value is not used and therefore "non-

existing" frames are not generated. Consequently, considerable savings

in the space allocated for the decoded picture buffer can be achieved.

As for examples of the modifications required for the syntax and

semantics of different messages and information fields of the SVC

standard, a reference is made to: "Reference picture making in SVC,

proposed MMCO changes to specification text", which is included

herewith as Annex 1, and to "Reference picture making in SVC,

proposed EIDR changes to specification text", which is included
herewith as Annex 2.



Figure 5 presents the contents of the decoded picture buffer of the

example given in Figures 3a to 3c according to the altered process. In

the example, a sliding window buffer equal to 1 frame is reserved per

each temporal level above the base layer and the pictures in temporal

layer 0 are stored as long-term reference pictures (identically to the

example in Figure 4). It can be seen that the maximum number of

buffered decoded pictures is reduced to 7.

According to an embodiment, the sequence parameter set of the SVC is

extended with a flag: temporal_level_always_zero_flag, which explicitly

identifies the SVC streams that do not use multiple temporal levels. If

the flag is set, the reference picture marking process is identical

compared to H.264/AVC with the restriction that only pictures with a

particular value of dependencyjd are considered.

According to an embodiment, as the desired size of the sliding window

for each temporal level may differ, the sequence parameter set is

further appended to contain the number of reference frames for each

temporal level (num_ref_frames_in_temporal_level[ i ] syntax element).

Long-term reference pictures are considered to reside in temporal level

0 . Thus, the size of the sliding window is equal to

num_ref_frames_in_temporal_level[ i ] for temporal levels 1 and above

and (num_ref_frames_in_temporal_level[ 0 ] - number of long-term

reference frames) for temporal level 0 .

It is apparent that it is advantageous to keep the base layer (i.e. the

pictures for which dependencyjd and temporaljevel are inferred to be

equal to 0) compliant with H.264/AVC. According to an embodiment,

reference picture lists shall be identical in H.264/AVC base layer
decoding and in SVC base layer decoding regardless whether pictures

with temporaljevel greater than 0 are present. This is the basic

principle in maintaining the H.264/AVC compatibility.

Accordingly, from the viewpoint of encoding, when a scalable video data

stream comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer is

generated, it is also necessary to generate and encode a reference



picture list for prediction, which reference picture list enables
creation of the same picture references, irrespective of using a first
decoded reference picture marking algorithm for a data stream modified
to comprise only the base layer, or a second decoded reference picture
marking algorithm for a data stream comprising at least part of said at

least one enhancement layer.

As the pictures in temporal levels greater than 0 are not present in

H.264/AVC baseline decoding, "non-existing" frames are generated for
the missing values of frame_num. According to an embodiment, the

sliding window process is operated for each value of temporal level
independently, and therefore "non-existing" frames are not generated.
Reference picture lists for the base layer pictures are therefore
generated with the following procedure:

All reference pictures used for inter prediction are explicitly
reordered and they are located in the head of the reference
picture lists (RefPicListO and RefPicListi ) .

The number of active reference picture indices
(num_ref_idx_IO_active_minus1 and num_ref_idx_l1_active
_minus1 ) is set equal to the number of reference picture
used for inter prediction. This is not be absolutely necessary,

but helps decoders to detect potential errors.

It is also ensured that memory management control operations are not

carried out for such base layer pictures in the SVC decoding process
that would not be present in the H.264/AVC decoding process. Thus,
memory management control operations are advantageously restricted
to those short-term reference pictures having temporaljayer equal to 0
that would be present in the decoded picture buffer if the sliding window
decoded reference picture marking process were in use.

In practice, it is often necessary to mark decoded reference pictures in

temporal level 0 as long-term pictures when they are decoded. In the

SVC, this is preferably carried out with a memory management control



operation (MMCO) 6 , which is defined more in detail in the SVC

specification.

According to an embodiment, higher temporal levels can be removed
without affecting the decoding of the remaining bitstream. Thus, as with

the sub-sequence design of H.264/AVC, further defined in subclause

D.2.11 of H.264/AVC, the occurrence of memory management control

operations is preferably restricted according to the following

embodiments:

Memory management control operations tackling long-term

reference pictures (i.e. memory management control

operations 2 , 3 , or 4 defined in the SVC specification) are

not allowed when temporal level is greater than 0 . If this

restriction were not present, then the size of the sliding

window of temporal level 0 could depend on the presence or

absence of the picture in temporal level greater than 0 . If the

memory management control operation were present on

such higher layer (above layer 0), a picture on the layer

would not be freely disposable.

Memory management control operations for marking short-

term pictures unused for reference are allowed to concern

only pictures in the same or higher temporal level than the

current picture.

As already mentioned, "non-existing" frames are not generated
according to the invention. In H.264/AVC, "non-existing" frames take

part in the initialization process for reference picture lists and hence the

indices for existing reference frames are correct in the initial lists.

According to an embodiment, to produce correct initial reference picture

lists for temporal level 1 and the levels above, only those pictures which

are in the same or bwer temporal level, compared to the temporal level

of the current picture, are considered in the initialization process.

An EIDR picture is proposed in JVT-Q065, 17t h JVT meeting, Nice,

France, October 2005. An EIDR picture causes the decoding process to



mark all short-term reference pictures in the same layer as

"unused for reference" immediately after decoding the EIDR picture.
According to an embodiment, an EIDR picture is generated for each

picture enabling an upgrade from a lower temporal level to the temporal
level of the picture. Otherwise, if pictures having temporaljevel equal to

constant C and occurring prior to the EIDR picture are not present in a
modified bitstream, the initial reference picture lists may differ in the

encoder (which generated the original bitstream in which the pictures
are present) and in the decoder decoding the modified bitstream. Again,

Annex 2 is referred to regarding examples of the modifications required
by the use of an EIDR picture for the syntax and semantics of different
messages and information fields of the SVC standard.

According to an embodiment, as an alternative to the use of the EIDR

picture, a new memory management control operation (MMCO) is

provided, which marks all reference pictures of certain values of

temporaljevel as "unused for reference". The MMCO syntax includes
the target temporal level, which must be equal to or greater than the

temporal level of the current picture. The reference pictures at and

above the target temporal level are marked as "unused for reference".
Again, Annex 1 is referred to regarding examples of the modifications
required by the new MMCO (MMCO 7) for the syntax and semantics of

different messages and information fields of the SVC standard.

An advantage of the new MMCO is that temporal level upgrade
positions can be easily identified. If the currently processed temporal
level is equal to n, then the processing of the temporal level n+1 can

start from a picture in temporal level n+1 that contains the proposed
MMCO in which the target temporal level is n+1 . A further advantage is

that the reference pictures at certain temporal levels can be marked as

"unused for reference" without referencing them explicitly. Since "non-

existing" frames are not generated, the new MMCO is therefore needed
to remove frames from the decoded picture buffer earlier than the

sliding window decoded reference picture marking process would do.

Early removal may be useful to save DPB buffer space even further with

some temporal reference picture hierarchies. Yet another advantage of

the new MMCO is that when temporal level is upgraded in the bitstream



for decoding and the original encoded bitstream contains a

constant number of temporal levels, the reference picture marking for

temporal levels at and above tie level to upgrade to must be reset to

"unused for reference". Otherwise, the reference picture marking and

initial reference picture lists in the encoder and decoder would differ. It

is therefore necessary to include the new MMCO in all pictures in which

temporal level upgrade is possible.

Fig. 6 illustrates an encoding device according to an embodiment,
wherein the encoding device 600 receives a raw data stream 602,

which is encoded and one or more layers are produced by the scalable

data encoder 604 cf the encoder 600. The scalable data encoder 604

generates and encodes a reference picture list for prediction, which

reference picture list enables creation of the same picture references in

the decoding phase, irrespective of whether the first or the second

decoded reference picture marking algorithm is used for decoding the

data stream. The scalable data encoder 604 inserts reference picture

list to a message forming unit 606, which may be e.g. an access unit

composer. The encoded data stream 608 is output from the encoder

600.

Fig. 7 illustrates a decoding device according to an embodiment,

wherein the decoding device 700 receives the encoded data stream 702

via a receiver 704. The information of temporal scalability and inter-

layer coding dependencies of pictures on said layers is extracted from

the data stream in a message deforming unit 706, which may be e.g. an

access unit decomposer. A decoder 708 then decodes the pictures on

said layers in decoding order and the decoded pictures are then

buffered in a buffer memory 7 10 and decoded reference pictures are

marked as "used for reference" or "unused for reference" according to

an independent sliding window process such that said process is

operated separately for each group of pictures having same values of

temporal scalability and inter-layer coding dependency. The decoded
data stream 7 12 is output from the decoder 700.

The different parts of video-based communication systems, particularly

terminals, may comprise properties to enable bi-directional transfer of



multimedia streams, i.e. transfer and reception of streams. This

allows the encoder and decoder to be implemented as a video codec

comprising the functionalities of both an encoder and a decoder.

It is to be noted that the functional elements of the invention in the

above video encoder, video decoder and terminal can be implemented

preferably as software, hardware or a combination of the two. The

coding and decoding methods of the invention are particularly well

suited to be implemented as computer software comprising computer-

readable commands for carrying out the functional steps of the

invention. The encoder and decoder can preferably be implemented as

a software code stored on storage means and executable by a

computer-like device, such as a personal computer (PC) or a mobile

station (MS), for achieving the coding/decoding functionalities with said

device. Other examples of electronic devices, to which such

coding/decoding functionalities can be applied, are personal digital

assistant devices PDAs), set-top boxes for digital television systems,

gaming consoles, media players and televisions.

Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of a mobile communication device MS

according to the preferred embodiment of the invention. In the mobile

communication device, a Master Control Unit MCU controls blocks

responsible for the mobile communication device's various functions: a

Random Access Memory RAM, a Radio Frequency part RF, a Read

Only Memory ROM, video codec CODEC and a User Interface Ul. The

user interface comprises a keyboard KB, a display DP, a speaker SP

and a microphone MF. The MCU is a microprocessor, or in alternative

embodiments, some other kind of processor, for example a Digital

Signal Processor. Advantageously, the operating instructions of the

MCU have been stored previously in the ROM memory. In accordance

with its instructions (i.e. a computer program), the MCU uses the RF

block for transmitting and receiving data over a radio path via an

antenna AER. The video codec may be either hardware based or fully

or partly software based, in which case the CODEC comprises

computer programs for controlling the MCU to perform video encoding

and decoding functions as required. The MCU uses the RAM as its

working memory. The mobile communication device can capture motion



video by the video camera, encode and packetize the motion

video using the MCU, the RAM and CODEC based software. The RF

block is then used to exchange encoded video with other parties.

Figure 9 shows video communication system 100 comprising a plurality

of mobile communication devices MS, a mobile telecommunications

network 110 , the Internet 120, a video server 130 and a fixed PC

connected to the Internet. The video server has a video encoder and

can provide on-demand video streams such as weather forecasts or

news.

Network traffic through the Internet is based on a transport protocol

called the Internet Protocol (IP). IP is concerned with transporting data

packets from one location to another. It facilitates the routing of packets

through intermediate gateways, that is, it allows data to be sent to

machines that are not directly connected in the same physical network.

The unit of data transported by the IP layer is called an IP datagram.

The delivery service offered by IP is connectionless, that is IP

datagrams are routed around the Internet independently of each other.

Since no resources are permanently committed within the gateways to

any particular connection, the gateways may occasionally have to

discard datagrams because of lack of buffer space or other resources.

Thus, the delivery service offered by IP is a best effort service rather

than a guaranteed service.

Internet multimedia is typically streamed over the User Datagram

Protocol (UDP), the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or the

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).

UDP is a connectionless lightweight transport protocol. It offers very

little above the service offered by IP. Its most important function is to

deliver datagrams between specific transport endpoints. Consequently,

the transmitting application has to take care of how to packetize data to

datagrams. Headers used in UDP contain a checksum that allows the

UDP layer at the receiving end to check the validity of the data.

Otherwise, degradation of IP datagrams will in turn affect UDP

datagrams. UDP does not check that the datagrams have been



received, does not retransmit missing datagrams, nor does it

guarantee that the datagrams are received in the same order as they
were transmitted.

UDP introduces a relatively stable throughput having a small delay
since there are no retransmissions. Therefore it is used in retrieval
applications to deal with the effect of network congestion and to reduce
delay (and jitter) at the receiving end. However, the client must be able

to recover from packet losses and possibly conceal lost content. Even

with reconstruction and concealment, the quality of a reconstructed clip
suffers somewhat. On the other hand, playback of the clip is likely to

happen in real-time without annoying pauses. Firewalls, whether in a
company or elsewhere, may forbid the usage of UDP because it is

connectionless.

TCP is a connection-orientated transport protocol and the application
using it can transmit or receive a series of bytes with no apparent
boundaries as in UDP. The TCP layer divides the byte stream into

packets, sends the packets over an IP network and ensures that the

packets are error-free and received in their correct order. The basic idea

of how TCP works is as follows. Each time TCP sends a packet of data,

it starts a timer. When the receiving end gets the packet, it immediately
sends an acknowledgement back to the sender. When the sender
receives the acknowledgement, it knows all is well, and cancels the
timer. However, if the IP layer loses the outgoing segment or the return

acknowledgement, the timer at the sending end will expire. At this point,

the sender will retransmit the segment. Now, if the sender waited for an

acknowledgement for each packet before sending the next one, the

overall transmission time would be relatively long and dependent on the

round-trip delay between the sender and the receiver. To overcome this

problem, TCP uses a sliding window protocol that allows several
unacknowledged packets to be present in the network. In this protocol,
an acknowledgement packet contains a field filled with the number of

bytes the client is willing to accept (beyond the ones that are currently
acknowledged). This window size field indicates the amount of buffer
space available at the client for storage of incoming data. The sender
may transmit data within the limit indicated by the latest received



window size field. The sliding window protocol means that TCP

effectively has a slow start mechanism. At the beginning of a

connection, the very first packet has to be acknowledged before the

sender can send the next one. Typically, the client then increases the

window size exponentially. However, if there is congestion in the
network, the window size is decreased (in order to avoid congestion and

to avoid receive buffer overflow). The details how the window size is

changed depend on the particular TCP implementation in use.

A multimedia content creation and retrieval system is shown in Figure

10. The system has one or more media sources, for example a camera

and a microphone. Alternatively, multimedia content can also be

synthetically created without a natural media source, for example

animated computer graphics and digitally generated music. In order to

compose a multimedia clip consisting of different media types, such as

video, audio, text, images, graphics and animation, raw data captured

from the sources are edited by an editor. Typically the storage space

taken up by raw (uncompressed) multimedia data is huge. It can be

megabytes for a video sequence, which can include a mixture of

different media, for example animation. In order to provide an attractive

multimedia retrieval service over low bit rate channels, for example 28.8

kbps and 56 kbps, multimedia clips are compressed in the editing

phase. This typically occurs off-line. The clips are then handed to a

multimedia server. Typically, a number of clients can access the server

over one or more networks. The server is able to respond to the

requests presented by the clients. The main task of the server is to

transmit a desired multimedia clip to the client, which the client

decompresses and plays. During playback, the client utilizes one or

more output devices, such as a screen and a loudspeaker. In some

circumstances, clients are able to start playback while data are still

being downloaded.

It is convenient to deliver a clip by using a single channel, which

provides a similar quality of service for the entire clip. Alternatively

different channels can be used to deliver different parts of a clip, for

example sound on one channel and pictures on another. Different

channels may provide different qualities of service. In this context,



quality of service includes bit rate, loss or bit error rate and
transmission delay variation.

In order to ensure multimedia content of a sufficient quality is delivered,
it is provided over a reliable network connection, such as TCP, which

ensures that received data are error-free and in the correct order. Lost

or corrupted protocol data units are retransmitted. Consequently, the

channel throughput can vary significantly. This can even cause pauses
in the playback of a multimedia stream whilst lost or corrupted data are

retransmitted. Pauses in multimedia playback are annoying.

Sometimes retransmission of lost data is not handled by the transport
protocol but rather by some higher-level protocol. Such a protocol can

select the most vital lost parts of a multimedia stream and request the

retransmission of those. The most vital parts can be used for prediction
of other parts of the stream, for example.

Descriptions of the elements of the retrieval system, namely the editor,
the server and the client, are set out below.

A typical sequence of operations carried out by the multimedia clip
editor is shown in Figure 11. Raw data are captured from one or more
data sources. Capturing is done using hardware, device drivers
dedicated to the hardware and a capturing application, which controls
the device drivers to use the hardware. Capturing hardware may consist
of a video camera connected to a PC video grabber card, for example.
The output of the capturing phase is usually either uncompressed data
or slightly compressed data with irrelevant quality degradations when
compared to uncompressed data. For example, the output of a video
grabber card could be in an uncompressed YUV 4:2:0 format or in a
motion-JPEG format. The YUV colour model and the possible sub-

sampling schemes are defined in Recommendation ITU- R BT.601-5
"Studio Encoding Parameters of Digital Television for Standard 4:3 and

Wide-Screen 16:9 Aspect Ratios". Relevant digital picture formats such
as CIF, QCIF and SQCIF are defined in Recommendation ITU-T H.261

"Video Codec for Audiovisual Services at p x 64 kbits" (section 3.1

"Source Formats).



During editing separate media tracks are tied together in a single

timeline. It is also possible to edit the media tracks in various ways, for

example to reduce the video frame rate. Each media track may be

compressed. For example, the uncompressed YUV 4:2:0 video track

could be compressed using ITU-T recommendation H.263 for low bit

rate video coding. If the compressed media tracks are multiplexed, they

are interleaved so that they form a single bitstream. This clip is then

handed to the multimedia server. Multiplexing is not essential to provide

a bitstream. For example, different media components such as sounds

and images may be identified with packet header information in the

transport layer. Different UDP port numbers can be used for different

media components.

A typical sequence of operations carried out by the multimedia server is

shown in Figure 12 . Typically multimedia servers have two modes of

operation; they deliver either pre-stored multimedia clips or a live (rea l

time) multimedia stream. In the first mode, clips are stored in a server

database, which is then accessed on-demand by the server. In the

second mode, multimedia clips are handed to the server as a

continuous media stream that is immediately transmitted to clients.

Clients control the operation of the server by an appropriate control

protocol being at least able to select a desired media clip. In addition,

servers may support more advanced controls. For example, clients may

be able to stop the transmission of a clip, to pause and resume

transmission of a clip, and to control the media flow in case of a varying

throughput of the transmission channel in which case the server must

dynamically adjust the bitstream to fit into the available bandwidth.

A typical sequence of operations carried out by the multimedia retrieval

client is shown in Figure 13 . The client gets a compressed and

multiplexed media clip from a multimedia server. The client

demultiplexes the clip in order to obtain separate media tracks. These

media tracks are then decompressed to provide reconstructed media

tracks which are played out with output devices. In addition to these

operations, a controller unit is provided to interface with end- users, that

is to control playback according to end-user input and to handle client-



server control traffic. It should be noted that the demultiplexing-
decompression-playback chain can be done on a first part of the clip

while still downloading a subsequent part of the clip. This is commonly

referred to as streaming. An alternative to streaming is to download the

whole clip to the client and then demultiplex it, decompress it and play

it.

A typical approach to the problem of varying throughput of a channel is

to buffer media data in the client before starting the playback and/or to

adjust the transmitted bit rate in real-time according to channel

throughput statistics.

Scalability in terms of bitrate, decoding complexity, and picture size is a

desirable property for heterogeneous and error prone environments.

This property is desirable in order to counter limitations such as

constraints on bit rate, display resolution, network throughput, and

decoder complexity.

Scalability can be used to improve error resilience in a transport system

where layered coding is combined with transport prioritisation. The term

transport prioritisation here refers to various mechanisms to provide

different qualities of service in transport, including unequal error

protection, to provide different channels having different error/loss rates.

Depending on their nature, data are assigned differently, for example,

the base layer may be delivered through a channel with high degree of

error protection, and the enhancement layers may be transmitted

through more error-prone channels.

In multi-point and broadcast multimedia applications, constraints on

network throughput may not be foreseen at the time of encoding. Thus,

a scalable bitstream should be used. Figure 14 shows an IP

multicasting arrangement where each router can strip the bitstream

according to its capabilities. It shows a server S providing a bitstream to

a number of clients C. The bitstreams are routed to the clients by

routers R. In this example, the server is providing a clip which can be

scaled to at least three bit rates, 120 kbit/s, 60 kbit/s and 28 kbit/s.



If the client and server are connected via a normal uni-cast
connection, the server may try to adjust the bit rate of the transmitted
multimedia clip according to the temporary channel throughput. One

solution is to use a layered bit stream and to adapt to bandwidth
changes by varying the number of transmitted enhancement layers.

It should be evident that the present invention is not limited solely to the

above- presented embodiments, but it can be modified within the scope
of the appended claims.



ANNEX 1: Reference picture making in SVC, proposed MMCO changes to specification text

Scalable Extension

G.I Scope

The specification of this clause inA VC shall apply.

G.2 Normative references

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply.

G.3 Definitions

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(JR/HS): Here, we need to modify and add some definitions, e.g. (first rough ideas)

access unit: A set of NAL units containing all coded slice or slice data partition NAL units having the same value of
picture order count. In addition to the coded slice or slice data partitioning NAL units, an access unit may also contain
other NAL units not containing slices or slice data partitions.

picture: A picture is decoded from a set of NAL units with an identical value of picture order count, dependency _id, and
quality_level.

residual picture: a picure composed of residual and/or decoded samples or data elements.

G.4 Abbreviations

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply.

G.5 Conventions

The specification of this clause inA VC shall apply.

G.5.1 Arithmetic operators

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing addition.

x Hy Simplified form of division, defined for integers x and y with y > 0.

x// y = ( x * z( y ) ) » n( y ) , with n( y ) = floor( Log2( y ) ) + 15

z( y ) = ( ( l « n ( y ) ) + y / 2 ) / y

G.6 Source, coded, decoded and output data formats, scanning processes, and neighbouring
relationships



G.7 Syntax and semantics

G.7.1 Method of describing syntax in tabular form

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.I.2 Specification of syntax functions, categories, and descriptors



G.7.3 Syntax in tabular form

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall be extended as specified in thefollowing subclauses.

G.7.3.1 NAL unit syntax

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification

G.7.3.2 Raw byte sequence payloads and RBSP trailing bits syntax

G.7.3.2.1 Sequence parameter set RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification.







G.7.3.2.1.1 Scaling list syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.1.2Sequence parameter set extension RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.2 Picture parameter set RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.3 Supplemental enhancement information RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.4 Access unit delimiter RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.5 End of sequence RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.7.3.2.6 End of stream RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.7 Filler data RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.8 Slice layer without partitioning RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.7.3.2.9 Slice data partition RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.7.3.2.10 RBSP slice trailing bits syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.11 RBSP trailing bits syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.12 Slice layer in scalable extension RBSP syntax



G.7.3.3 Slice header syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply. The subclauses are modified as specified in thefollowing.



G.7.3.3.1 Reference picture list reordering syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification.

G.7.3.3.2 Prediction weight table syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification



G.7.3.3.3 Decoded reference picture marking syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification

G.7.4 Semantics

G.7.4.1 NAL unit semantics



The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

J) Replace thefollowing paragraph of this subclause in AVC

nal_ref_idc not equal to 0 specifies that the content of the NAL unit contains a sequence parameter set or a picture
parameter set or a slice of a reference picture or a slice data partition of a reference picture.

nalj refjdc equal to 0 for a NAL unit containing a slice or slice data partition indicates that the slice or slice data
partition is part of a non-reference picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for sequence parameter set or sequence parameter set extension or picture parameter
set NAL units. When nal_ref_idc is equal to 0 for one slice or slice data partition NAL unit of a particular picture, it shall
be equal to 0 for all slice and slice data partition NAL units of the picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for IDR NAL units, i.e., NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 5.

nal_ref_idc shall be equal to 0 for all NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 6, 9, 10, 11, or 12.

nal_unit_type specifies the type of RBSP data structure contained in the NAL unit as specified in Table 7-1. VCL NAL
units are specified as those NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 1 to 5, inclusive. All remaining NAL units are
called non-VCL NAL units.

with thefollowing

nal_ref_idc not equal to 0 specifies that the content of the NAL unit contains a sequence parameter set or a picture
parameter set or a slice of a reference picture or a slice data partition of a reference picture.

nal_ref_idc equal to 0 for a NAL unit containing a slice or slice data partition indicates that the slice or slice data
partition is part of a non-reference picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for sequence parameter set or sequence parameter set extension or picture parameter
set NAL units. When nal_ref_idc is equal to 0 for one slice or slice data partition NAL unit of a particular picture, it shall
be equal to 0 for all slice and slice data partition NAL units of the picture.

τial_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for IDR NAL units, i.e., NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 5.

nal refjdc shall be equal to 0 for all NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 6, 9, 10, 11, or 12.

The variable KeyPictureFlag is derived as follow:

- If nal_ref_idc is equal to 3 for one slice or slice data partition NAL unit of a particular acess unit,
KeyPictureFlag is set to be equal to 1

Otherwise (nalj refjdc is not equal to 3) KeyPictureFlag is set to be equal to 0

nal_unit_type specifies the type of RBSP data structure contained in the NAL unit as specified in Table 7-1. VCL NAL
units are specified as those NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 1 to 5, inclusive, or equal to 20 to 2 1, inclusive. All
remaining NAL units are called non-VCL NAL units.

2) Replace Table 7-1 of this subclause in A VC with thefollowing table.



3) Insert thefollowing paragraphs before "rbsp_byte[ i] ... " of this subclause in AVC:

When the value of nal_unit_type is equal to 2 1 for a NAL unit containing a slice of a coded picture, the value of
nal_unit_type shall be 2 1 in all other VCL NAL units of the same coded picture. Such a picture is referred to as an IDR
picture in scalable extension.

Either all pictures with an identical value of picture order count but different values of dependency_id or qualityJevel,
are coded as IDR pictures, or n o picture for a specific value of picture order count is coded as IDR picture.

simple_priority_id specifies a priority identifier for the NAL unit. When extension_flag is equal to 0,
simple_priority_id is used for inferring the values of dependency_id, temporal_level, and qualityjevel. When
simple_priority_id is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

NOTE —When extension_flag is equal to 1, simple_priority_id is not used by the decoding process specified in this
Recommendation | International Standard; when extension_flag is equal to 0, it is only used for inferring the values of
dependency_id, temporal_level, and quality_level. The syntax element simple_priority_id may be used as determined by the
application.

discardable flag equal to 1 specifies that the content of the NAL unit (currDependencyld dependency_id) is not used
in the decoding process of NAL units with dependency _id > currDependencyld. discardable_flag equal to 0 indicates
that the content of the NAL unit (currDependencyld dependencyjd) is used in the decoding process of NAL units with
dependency_id > currDependencyld.

When discardable_flag is equal to 1, the NAL unit shall not be referenced by the syntax element base_id_plusl of any
other NAL unit of the same access unit.

[Ed. Note(SP/HS): Currently this flag is not required by the decoding process, it represents mainly high-level
information for applications. The discardable feature shall also be reflected by the syntax element base_id_plusl .]

extension_flag equal to 1 indicates that the syntax elements dependency_id, temporal_level, and quality_level are
present in the NAL unit.



dependency_id specifies a dependency identifier for the current picture. When dependency_id is not present, it shall be
inferred to be equal to dependency_id_list[simple_priority_id ] . The dependency_id is used in the decoding process for
picture order count (subclause G.8.2.1), the decoding process for reference lists (subciause G ,8.2.4), the decoded
reference picture marking process (subclause G.8.2.5), and for identifying base pictures that are used for inter-layer
prediction of motion and/or texture data.

temporal_level specifies a temporal level for the current picture. When temporal_level is not present, it shall be inferred
to be equal to temporal_level_list[ simple_priority_id ] . The temporal_level is used in the decoding process for reference
lists (subclause G.8.2.4).

quality_Ievel specifies a quality level for the current NAL unit. When quality_level is not present, it shall be inferred to
be equal to quality_level_list[ simple_priority_id ] . The quality_level is used in connection with the
end_of_progressive_refinement_slice_flag of previous NAL units in decoding order for determining whether a NAL unit
containing a PR slice can be decoded.

G.7.4.1.1 Encapsulation of an SODB within an RBSP (informative)

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.1.2 Order of NAL units and association to coded pictures, access units, and video sequences

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.1.3 Order of sequence and picture parameter set RBSPs and their activation

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications. .

J) Insert thefollowing at the beginning of this subclause.

The processes and constraints described in this subclause apply only for the NAL units with an identical value of
dependency_id. [Ed. Note(YKW/HS): The text about the activation of picture parameter sets need to be checked and
possibly modified.]

NOTE —More than one sequence parameter set RBSP or picture parameter set RBSP may be considered active at any given
moment during the operation of the decoding process.

chroma_format_idc shall be identical for all activated sequence parameter sets (for all values of dependency_id).

When temporal level always zero flag is present in an actived sequence parameter set for a particular value of
dependency id. the value of temporal_level_always zero flag in any other sequence parameter set activated for the
same dependency id in the same coded video sequence shall be equal to or shall be inferred to b e equal to the
temporal level always zero flap in the actived sequence parameter set. When temporal level_ always zero flag is not
present in any of the activated sequence parameter sets in a coded video sequence, it shall be inferred to be equal to 1.

G.7.4.1.4 Order of access units and association to coded video sequences

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications

1) Replace thefollowing paragraph of this subclause in A VC

The values of picture order count for the coded pictures in consecutive access units in decoding order containing non-
reference pictures shall be non-decreasing.

with thefollow ing.

The values of picture order count for the coded pictures with identical values of dependency _id and quality_level in
consecutive access units in decoding order and containing non-reference pictures shall be non-decreasing.

G.7.4.1.5 Order of NAL units and coded pictures and association to access units

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(HS/YKW): This subclause needs to be carefully checked and the necessary restrictions for scalable bitstreams
need to be analyzed. It is likely that defintion of a sub-access -unit conceptually same as access unit in AVC is needed to
clearly specify the order of NAL units and coded pictures and association to sub-access-unit and the order of sub-access-
units and association to access units. Here are some first rough ideas:

J) Replace the first sentence (copied below) this subclause in A VC

An access unit consists of one primary coded picture, zero or more corresponding redundant coded pictures, and zero or
more non-VCL NAL units.



with thefollowing .

An access unit consists of one or more primary coded pictures, zero or more corresponding redundant coded pictures
with the same value of picture order count, and zero or more non-VCL NAL units.

A NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld shall not precede any NAL unit with
dependency_id less than dependencyld.

A NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld and quality_level equal to qualityLevel shall not
precede any NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld and quality_level less than
qualityLevel.

A NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld, quality_level equal to qualityLevel,
first_mb_in_slice equal to firstMblnSLice, and fragment_order equal to fragmentOrder shall directly
precede the NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld, quality_level equal to qualityLevel,
first_mb_in_slice equal to firstMblnSlice, and fragementOrder equal to fragmentOrder + 1 (when
present).

1

G.7.4.1.6 Detection of the first VCL NAL unit of a primary coded picture

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(YKW): This subclause needs to be carefully checked and the necessary restrictions for scalable bitstrearns
need to be analyzed. Here are some initial ideas.

1) Replace tliefollowing paragraph of this subclause in A VC

Any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of the primary coded picture of the current access
unit shall be different from any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of the primary coded
picture of the previous access unit in one or more of the following ways.

with thefollowing

Any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of a primary coded picture shall be different from
any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of another primary coded picture in the same or
previous access unit in one or more of the following ways.

Thefollowing bullet items could he added after the last bullet item in this subclasue in A VC:

dependency_id differs in value

temporaMevel differs in value

quality_level differs in value

nal_unit_type differs in value with one of the nal_unit_type values being equal to 2 1

nal_unit_type is equal to 2 1 for both and idr_ρic_id differs in value

G.7.4.1.6.1 Order of VCL NAL units and association to coded pictures

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications,

1) Replace thefollowing paragraph of this subclause in A VC

NAL units having nal_unit_type in the range of 20 to 23, inclusive, which are reserved, shall not precede the first VCL
NAL unit of the primary coded picture within the access unit (when specified in the future by ITU-T | ISOAEC).

with thefollowing

NAL units having nal_unit_type in the range of 22 to 23, inclusive, which are reserved, shall not precede the first VCL
NAL unit of the primary coded picture within the access unit (when specified in the future by ITU-T | ISO/IEC).

G.7.4.2 Raw byte sequence payloads and RBSP trailing bits semantics

G.7.4.2.1 Sequence parameter set RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.



[Ed. Note(YKW): The "bitstream" mentioned in the semantics of sequence parameter set parameters refers to the
bitstream within a coded video sequence consisting of all the NAL units of the scalable layer that refers to the sequence
parameter set and all the NAL units of the (required?) lower scalable layers. This needs to be refined.]

1) Replace the paragraph starting with "gaps in frame num allowed flas specifies . "'with the paragraphs below

temporal_level always zero flag equal to 1 specifies that the no picture has temporal level greater than 0.
temporal level always_zero flag equal to 0 specifies that a picture may have temporal_level greater than 0.

num ref frames in temporal levelf i specifies the number of frames in the sliding window buffering mode for
temporal level i. The sum of num ref_frames_in_temporal levelf i ] for all values of i shall be equal to or less than the
value of num_ ref frames. If the value of num refjframes in temporal_ level I i I is 0 for a particular value of i and i < 1,
num_ ref frames in temporal levclT i ] shall be zero for each value of i from i + I) to 7. inclusive. If
num_ref frames in temporal_level[ i is not present, then num ref_frames in temporal_leveir 0 shall be inferred to
be equal to num ref frames and num_ref frames in temporal levelf j 1 shall be zero for each value of i from 1 to 7.

aps in frame num value allowed flag specifics the allowed values of frame num as specified in subclause 7.4.3
ind the decoding process in case of an inferred gap between values of frame num as specified in subclause 8 2.5.2.
When temporal level always zero flag is equal to 0. gaps in_fratne num value allowed_flag shall be equal to 1.

!) Insert thefollowing before theparagraph starting with "chromaJormatjdc specifies . ".

nal_unit_extension_flag equal to 0 specifies that the parameters that specify the mapping of simple_priority_id to
(dependency_id, temporaMevel, quality_id) follow next in the sequence parameter set. nal_unit_extension_flag equal
to 1 specifies that the parameters that specify the mapping of simple_priority_id to (dependency_id, temporaljevel,
quality_level) are not present. When nal_unit_extension_flag is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 1.

The NAL unit syntax element extensionjElag of all NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20 and 2 1 that reference the
current sequence parameter set shall be equal to nal_unit_extension_flag.

NOTE - When profϊ le_idc is not equal to 83, the syntax element extension_flag of all NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20
and 2 1 that reference the current sequence parameter set shall be equal to 1.

number_of_simple_priority_id_values_minusl plus 1 specifies the number of values for simple_priority_id, for
which a mapping to (dependency _id, temporal_level, quality_level) is specified by the parameters that follow next in the
sequence parameter set. The value of number_of_simple_priority_id_yalues_minusl shall be in the range of 0 to 63,
inclusive.

priority_id, dependency_id_list[ priority_id ] , temporal_level_list[ priority_id ], quality_level_list[ priority_id ]
specify the inferring process for the syntax elements dependency_id, temporal_level, and quality_level as specified in
subclause G.7.4.1.

For all values of priority _id, for which dependency_list[priority_id ], temporal_level_list[priority_id ], and
quality_!evel_list[priority_id J are not present, dependency_list[ priority_id ], temporal__level_list[ priority _id ], and
qualityjevel_list[priority_id ] shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

1) Insert thefollowing before the paragraph starting with "vuiparameters jpresentjlag equal to 1 specifies . "..

extended_spatial_scalability specifies the presence of syntax elements related to geometrical parameters for the base
layer upsampling. When extended_spatial_scalability is equal to 0, no geometrical parameter is present in the bitstream.
When extended_spatial_scalability is equal to 1, geometrical parameters are present in the sequence parameter set.
When extended_sρatial_scalability is equal to 2, geometrical parameters are present in slice_data_in_scalable_extension.
The value of 3 is reserved for extended_spatial_scalability. When extended_spatial_scalability is not present, it shall be
inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_left_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the upper-left pixel of an upsampled base layer
picture and the upper-left pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When
scaled_base_left_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

The variable ScaledBaseLeftOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseLeftOffset = 2 * scaled_base_left_offset (G-7-26)

The variable ScaledBaseLeftOffsetC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseLeftOffsetC = ScaledBaseLeftOffset / SubWidthC (G-7-27)



scaled_base_top_offset specifies vertical offset of the upper-left pixel of an upsampled base layer picture and the upper-
left pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When scaled_base_top_offset is not present, it
shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

The variable ScaledBaseTopOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseTopOffset = 2 * scaled_base_top_offset (G-7-28)

The variable ScaledBaseTopOffsetC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseTopOffsetC = ScaledBaseTopOffset / SubHeightC (G-7-29)

scaled_base_right_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the bottom-right pixel of an upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When
scaled_base_right_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

The variable ScaledBaseRightOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseRightOffset = 2 * scakd_base_right_pffset (G-7-3 0)

The variable ScaledBaseWidth is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseWidth= PicWidthlnMbs * 16 - ScaledBaseLeftOffset- ScaledBaseRightOffset (G-7-3 1)

The variable ScaledBaseWidthC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseWidthC = ScaledBaseWidth / SubWidthC (G-7-32)

scaled_base_bottom_offset specifies the vertical offset between the bottom-right pixel of an upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When
scaled_base_bottom_ offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

The variable ScaledBaseBottomOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseBottomOffset = 2 * scaled_base_bottom_offset (G-7-33)

The variable ScaledBaseHeight is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseHeight = PicHeightInMbs * 16 - ScaledBaseTopOffset - ScaledBaseBottomOffset (G-7-34)

The variable ScaledBaseHeightC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseHeightC = ScaledBaseHeight / SubHeightC (G-7-3 5)

chroma_phase_x_plusl specifies the horizontal phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter sampling
space in the horizontal direction of a picture of the current layer. When chroma_phase_xjplusl is not present, it shall be
inferred to be equal to 0.

chroma_phase_y_plusl specifies the vertical phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter sampling space
in the vertical direction of a picture of the current layer. When chroma_phase_y_plusl is not present, it shall be inferred
to be equal to 1.

Note: The chroma phase parameter chroma_phase_x_plusl is in range 0.. 1, the values of 2 and 3 are reserved. The chroma phase
parameter chroma_phase_y_plusl is in range 0..2, the value of 3 is reserved.

G.7.4.2.2 Picture parameter set RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.7.4.2.3 Supplemental enhancement information RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.4 Access unit delimiter RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.



G.7.4.2.S End of sequence RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.6 End of stream RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.7 Filler data RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.8 Slice layer without partitioning RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing additions.

rbtmp_byte[ i ] is the i-th byte of a progressive_refinement_slice_data_in_scalable_extension() payload, starting from
the end of the slice header. The rbtmp_byte[] is used to append sub-parts of the slice data of a progressive refinement
slice before parsing its syntax elements

G.7.4.2.9 Slice data partition RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.10 RBSP slice trailing bits semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.11 RBSP trailing bits semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.12 Slice layer in scalable extension RBSP semantics

The slice layer in scalable extension consists of a slice header in scalable extension and slice data. If the syntax element
slice_type is equal to PR, the slice data are progressive refinement slice data in scalable extension; otherwise, the slice
data are slice data in scalable extension.

G.7.4.3 Slice header semantics

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply with thefollowing additions.

For the semantics and decoding process of frame_num and idr_pic_id, only pictures with dependency_id equal to the
value of dependency_id of the current slice are considered.

Thefollowing text should be added after the description of sliceJype:

A variable FirstPRSlice is defined to be equal to 0.

G.7.4.3.1 Reference picture list reordering sematics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.3.2 Prediction weight table semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.3.3 Decoded reference picture marking semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with the following additions and changes.

1) Insert the following before the paragraph starting with "Not more than one memory management control operation
equal to 4 shall bepresent in a slice header. "

When temporal level is greater than 0. memory manag ement control operation equal to 2. 3. 4 or 5 shall not be present.

2) Insert the follow/ins before the paragraph starting with "NOTE- These constraints prohibit... "

When temporal level always zero flag is equal to 1. memory management control operation equal to 7 shall not be
present. When dependencv id. quality_level. and temporal level are equal to 0.
memorv_management_eontrol_operation equal to 7 shall not be present. No more than one
memory management control operation equal to 7 shall be present in a slice header. When there is a
memory management control operation equal to 5 present, memory_management control operation equal to 7 shall
not he present.



3) Append Table 7-6 with item 7

memory management control operation Memory Management Control Operation

Mark all reference pictures of certain values of
temporal_level as "unused For reference"

4) Insert the following before the paragraph starting with "lυn term pic num is used .. "

Let nuniLongTerm be equal to be the total number of reference frames. When temporal level always zero flag is equal
to 0. temporal level is equal to 0. and memory management control operation equal to 3.
difference_in pic nums minus 1 shall be smaller than fnum _ref_frames - numLoneTerm).

The picture identified by the resulting picture number shall have temporal level greater than or equal to the
temporal level of the current picture.

5) Insert the following to the end of the section.

temporal level flush specifies the temporal level at and above reference pictures arc marked as unused for reference.
The value of temporal level flush shall be equal to or greater than temporal level.

G.7.4.4 Slice data semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.5 Macroblock layer semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.6 Slice header in scalable extension semantics

When present, the value of the slice header in scalable extension syntax elements pic_parameter_set_id, frame_πum,
field_pic_flag, bottom_field_flag, idr_pic_id, pic_order_cnt_lsb, delta_pic_order_cnt_bottom, delta_pic_order_cnt[0 ],
delta_pic_order_cnt[ 1], and slice_group_change_cycle shall be the same in all slice headers of a coded picture.

first_mb_in_slice has the same semantics as first_mb_in_slice in subclause G .7.4.3 .

slice_type specifies the coding type of the slice according to Table G-7-1.

Table G-7-1 - Name association to slice_type for NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20 or 21.

[Ed. Note(JR): Shouldn't we modify the syntax in order that slice_type = 0 correspond to EP and slice_type=l corespond
to EB, in order to be compatible with the AVC meaning of slice_type?]

A variable FirstPRSlice is defined as folows:

Ifslice type is not equal to PR, FirstPRSlice is set to be equal to 0

Otherwise if slice_type is equal to PR and FirstPRSlice is equal to 0, FirstPRSlice is set to be equal to 1

Otherwise (slice_type is equal to PR, and FirstPRSlice is not equal to 0), FirstPRSlice is set to be equal to

pic_parameter_set_idhas the same semantics as pic_parameter_set_id in subclause G.7.4.3.

fragmentedjflag equal to 1 specifies that the current NAL unit is fragmented. fragmented_flag equal to 0 specifies that
the current NAL unit is not fragmented. If fragmented_flag is not present it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

When fragmented_flag is equal to 1, the NAL unit cannot be parsed independently; in this case the RB SP bytes of the
slice data of all NAL units with identical values of first_mb_in_slice, slice_type and fragmented_flag shall be stored in a
temporary RBSP byte buffer in increasing order of fragment order. The parsing process is started when a NAL unit with



last_fragment_flag equal to 1 is received or when the next NAL unit is not a NAL unit with identical values of
fϊrst_mb_in_slice, slice_type and fragmented_flag, or when the next NAL unit belongs to another access unit.

fragment_order specifies the order in which the NAL units with fragmented_flag equal to 1 shall be ordered before the
parsing process is started. If fragment_order is not present it should be inferred to be equal to 0.

A NAL unit with fragmentOrder = fragment_order greater than 0 shall immediately follow a NAL unit with identical
values of fϊ rst_mb_in_slice, slice_type and fragmented_flag, and a value of fragment_order equal to fragmentOrder- 1.

Iast_fragment_flag equal to 1 specifies that the current NAL unit is the last fragment of a progressive refinement slice
and that the parsing process can be started. last_fragment_flag equal to 0 specifies that zero or more NAL units
containing fraction of the current progressive refinement slice may follow.

If not present last_fragment_flag shall be inferred to be equal to 0 for a fragmented progressive refinement slice with
fragment_order equal to 0 and shall be inferred to be equal to 1 otherwise.

num_mbs_in_slice_minusl plus 1 specifies the number of macroblocks in the progressive refinement slice.

luma_chroma_sep_flag equal to 0 specifies that any chroma transform coefficient levels to be decoded for the current
macroblock will immediately follow the luma transform coefficient levels. luma_chroma_sep_flag equal to 1 specifies
that all luma transform coefficient levels for the slice are to be decoded first, followed by all chroma transform
coefficient values.

frame_numhas the same semantics as frame_num in subclause G.7.4.3 .

field_pic_flag has the same semantics as field_pic_flag in subclause G.7.4.3.

bottom_field_flag has the same semantics as bottom_field_flag in subclause G.7.4.3 .

idr_pic_idhas the same semantics as idr_pic_id in subclause G.7.4.3.

pic_order_cnt_lsbhas the same semantics as pic_order_cnt_lsb in subclause G.7.4.3 .

delta_pic_order_cnt_bottom has the same semantics as deltajpic_order_cnt_bottom in subclause G.7.4.3.

delta_pic_order_cnt[ 0 ] has the same semantics as delta_pic_order_cnt[0 ] in subclause G.7.4.3.

delta_pic_order_c πt[ 1 ] has the same semantics as delta_pic_order_cnt[ 1 ] in subclause G.7.4.3.

redundant_pic_cnt has the same semantics as redundant_pic_cnt in subclause G.7.4.3.

direct_spatialjtnv_pred_flag has the same semantics as direct_spatial_mvjpred_flag in subclause G 7.4.3.

base_id_plusl minus 1 specifies the value of dependency_id, quality_level and fragment order for base pictures that
are used for inter-layer prediction of coding mode, motion, samples values, and/or residual values of the current slice.
base_id_plusl equal to 0 specifies that no inter-layer prediction (of coding mode, motion, sample value, and/or residual
prediction) is used for the current slice. base_id_plusl greater than 0 specifies that an inter-layer prediction (of coding
mode, motion, sample value, and/or residual prediction) may be used for the current slice when signalled in the
macroblock layer.

If base_id_plusl is greater than 0, the variables DependencyldBase, QualityLevelBase, and FragmentOrderBase are
derived as follows.:

DependencyldBase = ( base_id_plusl - 1 ) » 4

QualityLevelBase = ( ( base_id_plusl - 1 ) » 2 ) & 3.

FragmentOrderBase = ( base_idj>lusl - 1 ) & 3

Otherwise (base_id_plusl is equal to 0), DependencyldBase , QualityLevelBase, and FragmentOrderBase are set equal
to -1.

If base_id_plusl is greater than 0, the variables BasePicWidthlnMbs, BaseChromaFormatldc, BasePicWidth,
BasePicHeight, BasePicWidthC, BasePicHeightC, BaseMbWidthC, and BaseMbHeightCare defined as follow:

BasePicWidthlnMbs is equal to basePicWidthInMbsMinusl + 1, with basePicWidthlnMbsMinusl being
the syntax element pic_width_in_mbs_minusl of the active sequence parameter set for the pictures with
dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase

BaseChromaFormatldc is equal to the syntax element chroma_format_idc of the active sequence
parameter set for the pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicWidth is equal to variable PicWidthlnSamplesL of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.



BasePicHeight is equal to variable PicHeightlnSamplesL of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency _id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicWidthC is equal to variable PicWidthlnSamplesC of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency _id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicHeightC is equal to variable PicHeightlnSampIesC of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BaseMbWidthC is equal to variable MbWidthC of the active sequence parameter set for the pictures with
dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BaseMbHeightC is equal to variable MbHeightC of the active sequence parameter set for the pictures with
dependency _id equal to DependencyldBase.

adaptivejprediction_flag specifies the presence of syntax elements in the macroblock layer in scalable extension. When
this syntax element is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

nuni_ref_idx_act πe_override_flag has the same semantics as num_ref_idx_active_over π de_flag in subclause G.I A 3 .

num_ref_idx_10_active_minusl has the same semantics as num_ref_idx_10_active_minusl in subclause G.7.4.3.

num_ref_idx_ll_active_minusl has the same semantics as num_ref_idx_U_active_minusl in subclause G.7.4.3.

base_pred_weight_table_flag equal to 1 specifies that pred_weight_table() for the current slice shall be inherited from
the corresponding base layer. When base_pred_weight_table_flag is not present, base_pred_weight_table_flag shall be
inferred to be equal to 0.

cabac_init_idc has the same semantics as cabac_init_idc in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_qp_delta has the same semantics as slice_qp_delta in subclause G.7.4.3.

disable_deblocking_filter_idc has the same semantics as disable_deblocking_filter_idc in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_alpha_c0_offset_div2 has the same semantics as slice_alpha_cO_offset_div2 in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_beta_cO_offset_div2 has the same semantics as slice_beta_cO_offset_div2 in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_group_change_cycle has the same semantics as slice_group_change_cycle in subclause G.7.4.3 .

base_chroma_phase_x_plusl specifies the horizontal phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter
sampling space in the horizontal direction of the pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase. When
base_chroma_phase_x_plusl is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to chroma__phase_x_plusl.

base_chromajphase_y_plusl specifies the vertical phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter sampling
space in the vertical direction of the pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase. When
base_chroma_phase_y_plusl is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to chroma_phase_yx_plusl.

scaled_base_left_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the upper-left pixel of the upsampled base layer picture
and the upper-left pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When
scaled_base_left_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

scaled_base_top_offset specifies vertical offset of the upper-left pixel of the upsampled base layer picture and the
upper-left pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When scaled_base_top_offset is
not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_right_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the bottom-right pixel of the upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When'
scaled_base_right_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_bottom_offset specifies the" vertical offset between the bottom-right pixel of the upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When
scaled_base_bottom_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

Note: These geometrical parameters, if present in the slice data in scalable extension semantics, shall apply to the current slice, and
the parameters shall be consistent for slices of the same layer within an access unit. These parameters shall be associated to the
current picture if the picture is to be used as reference picture

adaptive_ref_fgs_flag equal to 1 specifies that adaptive reference is used in decoding the progressive slice of a key
picture. [Ed. Note(HS): The value of this flag shall always be equal to (nal_ref_idc = = 3 ) and is thus not required. It
has to be proven in following versions whether this flag can be removed.]

max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block specifies the maximum scaling factor to be used for scaling the differential
reference signal in constructing the Inter prediction samples used in decoding the progressive slice of a key picture, when



the transform block in the base layer does not have any nonzero coefficients. The value of
max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block shall be in the range of 0 to 31, inclusive.

A variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseBlock is derived as follows.

If max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block is equal to 0, the variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseBlock is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block is not equal to 0), the variable
MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseBlock is set equal to ( max_diff_ref_scalejfor_zero_base_block+ 1 ) .

max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff specifies the maximu m scaling factor to be used for scaling the differential
reference signal in constructing the Inter prediction samples used in decoding the progressive slice of a key picture, when
the number of nonzero coefficients in transform block in the base layer is larger than 0, but the corresponding transform
coefficient level is equal to 0.

A variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseCoeff is derived as follows.

If max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff is equal to 0, the variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseCoeff is
set equal t o 0.

Otherwise (max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff is not equal to 0), the variable
MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseCoeff is set equal to ( max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff + 1)

G.8 Decoding process

The specification of this section in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(HS): Since the order of process calls for a scalable bitstream is not as clear as for standard AVC we should
add some detailed specification here, when which process is invoked.

G.8.1 NAL unit decoding process

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(HS): This subclause need to be slightly changed.]

G.8.1.1 Concatenation of fragmented NAL units

NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20 or 2 1 and fragnient_flag equal to 1 are concatenated as specified in subclause
G.7.3.2.12 before the parsing process in clause G.9 is invoked. For the parsing process in clause G.9 and the decoding
process in this section, the resulting concatenated NAL unit is considered as if this single NAL unit is present in the bit-
streams.

A NAL unit with fragment_flag equal to 1 and dependency_id equal to dependencyld can be used for the prediction of a
slice with dependency _id greater than dependencyld. The set of syntax elements that belongs to a fragment with
fragment_order equal to X (and thus the corresponding reconstructed motion data, residual signal, or reconstructed
signal) is specified as follows.

Let concatenatedByteBuffer be the byte buffer rbtmp_byte after invoking the function swap_buffer(.) in
subclause G.7.3.2.12 extended by the rbsp_slice_trailing_bits() of the last fragment (with the highest
value of fragment_order).

Let numBytesInFragmentX be the value of NumBytesInPRF after the fragment with fragment_order equal
to X has been processed as described in subclause G.7.3.2.12.

Let currSE be a syntax element, let bitX be the last bit that was read by the function read_bits() after
decoding the syntax element currSE (but before the CABAC renormalization process in subclause
G.9.3. 3.2.2 when entropy _coding_mode_flag is equal to 1), and let numByteSE be the byte (starting
with 0) that contains the bit bitX.

The values of slice header syntax elements for the NAL unit with fragment_order equal to X are derived
as follows.



If the syntax element is present in the slice header of the NAL unit with fragment_order equal to X, the value
of this syntax element will be used.

Otherwise, the value of the syntax elements (or its inferred value) in the slice header of the NAL unit with
fragment_prder equal to 0 will be used.

A slice data syntax element currSE belongs to a fragment with fragment_order equal to X when
numByteSE is less than numBytesInFragmentX.

NOTE - The set of syntax elements of a fragment with fragment_order equal toX is identical to the set of syntax elements of the
entire concatenated NAL unit, when all fragments with fragment_order greater than X would have been removed.

G.8.2 Slice decoding process

G.8.2.1 Decoding process for picture order count

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in A VC

Picture order counts are used to determine initial picture orderings for reference pictures in the decoding of B slices (see
subclauses 8.2.4.2.3 and 8.2.4.2.4), to represent picture order differences between frames or fields for motion vector
derivation in temporal direct mode (see subclause 8.4.1.2.3), for implicit mode weighted prediction in B slices (see
subclause 8.4.2.3.2), and for decoder conformance checking (see subclause C.4).

with thefollowing

Picture order counts are used to determine initial picture orderings for reference pictures in the decoding of B slices and
EB slices (see subclauses G.8.2. 4.2.3 and G.8.2.4.2.4), to represent picture order differences between frames or fields for
motion vector derivation in temporal direct mode (see subclause G.8.4.1.2.3), for implicit mode weighted prediction in B
and EB slices (see subclause 8.4.2.3.2), and for decoder conformance checking (see subclause C.4).

In the following of this subclause only pictures with an identical value of their variable dependency _id are considered.

NOTE - The picture order counts of pictures with a specific value of dependency_id are decoded independenly of syntax elements
and variables of pictures having a different value of the variable dependency_id.

G.8.2.1.1 Decoding process for picture order count type 0

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

J) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause inA VC

Input to this process is PicOrderCntMsb of the previous reference picture in decoding order as specified in this
subclause.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt,

The variables prevPicOrderCntMsb and prevPicOrderCntLsb are derived as follows.

If the current picture is an IDR picture, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the current picture is not an IDR picture), the following applies.

If the previous reference picture in decoding order included a memory_management_control_operation equal
to 5, the following applies.

If the previous reference picture in decoding order is not a bottom field, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal
to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to the value of TopFieldOrderCnt for the previous reference
picture in decoding order.

Otherwise (the previous reference picture in decoding order is a bottom field), prevPicOrderCntMsb is set
equal to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the previous reference picture in decoding order did not include a
memory_management_control_operation equal to 5), prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to PicOrderCntMsb of
the previous reference picture in decoding order and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to the value of
pic_order_cnt_lsb of the previous reference picture in decoding order.

with thefollowing



Input to this process is PicOrderCntMsb of the picture prevRefPic as specified in this subclause, with prevRefPic being
the previous reference picture in decoding order with a value of dependency _id equal to the value of variable
dependency_id of the current picture.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The variables prevPicOrderCntMsb and prevPicOrderCntLsb are derived as follows.

If the current picture is an IDR picture, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the current picture is not an IDR picture), the following applies.

If the picture prevRefPic included a memory _management_control_operation equal to 5, the following applies.

If the picture prevRefPic is not a bottom field, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and
prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to the value of TopFieldOrderCnt for the picture prevRefPic.

Otherwise (the picture prevRefPic is a bottom field), prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and
prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the picture prevRefPic did not include a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5),
prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to PicOrderCntMsb of the picture prevRefPic and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set
equal to the value of pic_order_cnt_lsb of the picture prevRefPic.

G.8.2.1.2 Decoding process for picture order count type 1

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications

1) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in AVC

Input to this process is FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding order as specified in this subclause.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The values of TopFieldOrderCnt and BottomFieldOrderCnt are derived as specified in this subclause. Let
prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the previous picture in decoding order.

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the previous picture in decoding order included a memory _management_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0 .

Otherwise (the previous picture in decoding order did not include a
memory _management_control_operation equal to 5), prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of
FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding order.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, the previous picture in decoding order may be a "non-
existing" frame inferred by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause 8.2.5.2.

with the following

Input to this process is FrameNumOffset of the picture prevPic as specified in this subclause, with prevPic being the
previous picture in decoding order with a value of dependency_id equal to the value of variable dependency_id of the
current picture.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The_ values of TopFieldOrderCnt and BottomFieldOrderCnt are derived as specified in this subclause. Let
prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the picture prevPic .

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the picture prevPic included a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the picture prevPic did not include a memory_management_control operation equal to 5),
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding
order.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, the picture prevPic may be a "non-existing" frame inferred
by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause G.8.2.5.2.

G.8.2.1.3 Decoding process for picture order count type 2

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.



1) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in A VC

Let prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the previous picture in decoding order.

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the previous picture in decoding order included a memory _management control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the previous picture in decoding order did not include a
memory_management_control_operation equal to 5), prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of
FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding order.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, the previous picture in decoding order may be a "non-
existing" frame inferred by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause 8.2.5.2.

with the following

Let prevPic be the previous picture in decoding order with a value of dependency_id equal to the value of the variable
dependency_id of the current picture.

Let prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the picture prevPic.

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the picture prevPic included a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the picture prevPic did not include a memory_management_control_o ρeration equal to 5),
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of FrameNumOffset of the picture prevPic.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, the picture prevPic may be a "non-existing" frame inferred
by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause G.8.2.5 .2.

G.8.2.2 Decoding process for macroblock to slice group map

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.8.2.3 Decoding process for slice data partitioning

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.8.2.4 Decoding process for reference picture lists construction

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall be replaced with thefollowing

This process is invoked at the beginning of decoding of each P, SP, B, EP, or EB slice.

Outputs of this process are a reference picture list RefPicListO and, when decoding a B or EB slice, a second reference
picture list RefPicListl.

Decoded reference pictures are marked as "used for short-term reference" or "used for long-term reference" as specified
by the bitstream and specified in subclause G.8.2.5. Short-term decoded reference pictures are identified by the value of
frame_num. Long-term decoded reference pictures are assigned a long-term frame index as specified by the bitstream
and specified in subclause G.8.2.5.

Subclause G.8.2.4. 1 is invoked to specify

the assignment of variables FrameNum, FrameNumWrap, and PicNum to each of the short-term reference
pictures, and

the assignment of variable LongTermPicNum to each of the long-term reference pictures.

Reference pictures are addressed through reference indices as specified in subclause G.8.2.4. 1. A reference index is an
index into a reference picture list. When decoding a P, EP, or SP slice, there is a single reference picture list RefPicListO.
When decoding a B or EB slice, there is a second independent reference picture list RefPicListl in addition to
RefPicListO.

At the beginning of decoding of each slice, reference picture list RefPicLis tO, and for B or EB slices RefPicListl, are
derived as follows.

An initial reference picture list RefPicListO and for B and EB slices RefPicListl are derived as specified
in subclause G.8.2.4.2.



The initial reference picture list RefPicListO and for B and EB slices RefPicListl are modified as specified
in subclause G.8.2.4.3.

The number of entries in the modified reference picture list RefPicListO is num_ref_idx_10_active_mmusl + 1, and for B
and EB slices the number of entries in the modified reference picture list RefPicListl is
num_ref_idx_ll_active_minusl + 1. A reference picture may appear at more than one index in the modified reference
picture lists RefPicListO or RefPicListl.

When referring the pictures occurring among the first fnurn reP idx 10 active minusl + 1 and
(num ref idx 11 active minusl + 11 pictures in RefPicListO and RefPicListl. respectively, as active reference pictures
and temporal level_alwavs zero flag is equal to 0 and temporal_level is equal to 0. all of the following conditions shall
be true.

An active reference pictures shall have temporal level equal to 0 .

One of the following shall be true.

An active reference picture shall be marked as "used for long-term reference".

Let currFrameNumWrap be the value of FrameNumWrap of the current picture. prevFrameNumWϊ ap be the
value of FrameNumWrap of an active reference picture, and numLongTerm be equal to be the total number of
reference frames. The result of (currFrameNumWrap - preyFrameNumWrapl shall be smaller than or equal to
faum ref frames - numLongTermi.

G.8.2.4.1 Decoding process for picture numbers

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications

G.S.2.4.2 Initialisation process for reference picture lists

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in A VC

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a P, SP, or B slice header

Outputs of this process are initial reference picture list RefPicListO, and when decoding a B slice, initial reference picture
list RefPicListl .

with thefollowing

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a P, SP, B, EP, or EB slice header.

Outputs of this process are initial reference picture list RefPicListO, and when decoding a B or EB slice, initial reference
picture list RefPicListl .

G.S.2.4.2.1 Initialisation process for the reference picture list for P, EP and SP slices in frames

The specification of this subclause in AVC aud its title shall be replacedwith thefoil owing and the above, respectively.

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a P, EP or SP slice in a coded frame.

Output of this process is the initial reference picture list RefPicListO.

For the initialisation process of the reference picture list RefPicListO in this subclause, only reference pictures for which
all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency_id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference" when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1

the picture is not marked as "base reference", when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 0

the syntax element temporal level of the picture is smaller than or equal to the value of the syntax element
temporal level of the current picture

When this process is invoked, there shall be at least one reference frame or complementary reference field pair that is
currently marked as "used for short-term reference" or "used for long-term reference".



The reference picture list RefPicListO is ordered so that short-term reference frames and short-term complementary
reference field pairs have lower indices than long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field
pairs.

The short-term reference frames and complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with the frame or
complementary field pair with the highest PicNum value and proceeding through in descending order to the frame or
complementary field pair with the lowest PicNum value.

The long-term reference frames and complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with the frame or
complementary field pair with the lowest LongTermPicNum value and proceeding through in ascending order to the
frame or complementary field pair with the highest LongTermPicNum value.

NOTE - A non-paired reference field is not used for inter prediction for decoding a frame, regardless of the value of
MbaffFrameFlag

For example, when three reference frames are marked as "used for short-term reference" with PicNum equal to 300, 302,
and 303 and two reference frames are marked as "used for long-term reference" with LongTermPicNum equal to 0 and 3,
the initial index order is:

RefPicListOfO] is set equal to the short-term reference picture with PicNum = 303,

RefPicListO[l] is set equal to the short-term reference picture with PicNum = 302,

RefPicListOβ ] is set equal to the short-term reference picture with PicNum = 300,

RefPicListO[3] is set equal to the long-term reference picture with LongTermPicNum = 0, and

RefPicListO[4] is set equal to the long-term reference picture with LongTermPicNum = 3.

G.S.2.4.2.2 Initialisation process for the reference picture list for P and SP slices in fields

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "Output of this process .. ", insert thefollowing paragraph

For the initialisation process of the reference picture list RefPicListO in this subclause, only reference pictures with the
syntax element dependency _id that is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency_id of the current picture and
with the syntax element temporal level that is equal to or smaller than the value of the syntax element temporaMevel of
the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.4.2.3Initialisation process for the reference picture list for B and EB slices in frames

The specification of this subclause in A VC and its title shall be replaced with thefollowing and the above, respectively.

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a B or a EB slice in a coded frame.

Outputs of this process are the initial reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl.

For the initialisation process of the reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl in this subclause, only reference
pictures for which all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency_id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference ", when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1

the picture is not marked as "base reference", when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 0

the syntax element temporal level that is equal to or smaller than the value of the syntax element
temporaMevel of the current picture

When this process is invoked, there shall be at least one reference frame or complementary reference field pair that is
currently marked as "used for short-term reference" or "used for long-term reference".

For B slices, the order of short-term reference pictures in the reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl depends
on output order, as given by PicOrderCnt( ). When pic_order_cnt_type is equal to 0, reference pictures that are marked
as "non-existing" as specified in subclause G.8.2.5.2 are not included in either RefPicListO or RefPicListl .

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, encoders should use reference picture list reordering to
ensure proper operation of the decoding process (particularly when pic_order_cnt_type is equal to 0, in which case PicOrderCnt( )
is not inferred for "non-existing" frames).

The reference picture list RefPicListO is ordered such that short-term reference frames and short-term complementary
reference field pairs have lower indices than long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field
pairs. It is ordered as follows.



Short-term reference frames and short-terra complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with
the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frmO with the largest value of
PicOrderCnt( frmO ) less than the value of PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) and proceeding through in descending
order to the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frml that has the smallest
value of PicOrderCnt( frml ), and then continuing with the short-term reference frame or complementary
reference field pair frm2 with the smallest value of PicOrderCnt( frm2 ) greater than the value of
PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) of the current frame and proceeding through in ascending order to the short-term
reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm3 that has the largest value of
PicOrderCnt( frm3 ).

The long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting
with the long-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair that has the lowest
LongTermPicNum value and proceeding through in ascending order to the long-term reference frame or
complementary reference field pair that has the highest LongTermPicNum value.

The reference picture list RefPicListl is ordered so that short-term reference frames and short-term complementary
reference field pairs have lower indices than long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field
pairs. It is ordered as follows.

Short-term reference frames and short-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with
the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm4 with the smallest value of
PicOrderCnt( frm4 ) greater than the value of PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) of the current frame and proceeding
through in ascending order to the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm5
that has the largest value of PicOrderCnt( frm5 ), and then continuing with the short-term reference frame
or complementary reference field pair frmό with the largest value of PicOrderCnt( frm6 ) less than the
value of PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) of the current frame and proceeding through in descending order to the
short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm7 that has the smallest value of
PicOrderCnt( frm7 ).

Long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with
the long-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair that has the lowest
LongTermPicNum value and proceeding through in ascending order to the long-term reference frame or
complementary reference field pair that has the highest LongTermPicNum value.

When the reference picture list RefPicListl has more than one entry and RefPicListl is identical to the
reference picture list RefPicListO, the first two entries RefPicListl [0] and RefPicListl [1] are switched.

NOTE - A non-paired reference field is not used for inter prediction of frames independent of the value of MbaffFrameFlag

G.8.2.4.2.4Initialisation process for the reference picture list for B slices in fields

The specification of this subclause inA VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After theparagraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "Output of thisprocess ... ", insert thefollowing paragraph

For the initialisation process of the reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl in this subclause, only reference
pictures with the syntax element dependency _id that is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency _id of the
current picture and with the syntax element temporal level that is equal to or smaller than the value of the syntax
element temporal_level of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.4.2.5Initialisation process for reference picture lists in fields

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.8.2.4.3 Reordering process for reference picture lists

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply with the following additions (inserted at the end of
section 8.2.4 3).

G.8.2.S Decoded reference picture marking process

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing additions (inserted at the end of section 8.2 .5).

[Ed. Note(JR/HS): This text should be modifed. The following process should be called whenever a PR slice is received,
but before it is decoded. This is not the case of this subclause, as it is only called at the end of the AU]

When KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1 the following applies

When FirstPRSlice is equal to 0, the decoded picture is marked as "key reference"

When FirstPRSlice is equal to 1, the following applies



The arrays S'L, S'cb, S'o (reprensenting the decoded picture prior to deblocking filter process) are copied into
the arrays BS'L, BS'c b, BS'cr respectively

The clause G.8.7 (debloking filter process) is invoked with the difference that the filtering is applied on the
input BS'L, BS'a,, BS'Q- and that the output are assigned to the arrays BSL, BSQ 1, BScr (the decoded key
picture)

The decoded key picture (represented by the arrays BSL, BSO,, BSQ) inherit from all the marking, the syntax
elements and the variables of the current picture.

The decoded key picture is marked as "base reference"

The marking "key reference" is removed from the decoded picture

After PR slice decoding, the decoded picture is marked as "enhanced reference"

NOTE: As the key pictue inherited from the marking of the decoded picture before the marking "key reference" was removed, the
decoded key picture is still marked as "key reference"

G.8.2.5.1 Sequence of operations for decoded reference picture marking process

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.8.2.5.2 Decoding process for gaps in frame_num

The specification of this subclause! in A VC shall apply with the following paragraph replaced

This process is invoked when frame num is not equal to PrevRefFrameNum and is not equal to
f PrevRefFrameNum+ 1 ) % MaxFrameNum.

with the paragraph below.

This process is invoked when frame num is not equal to PrevRefFrameNum and is not equal to
PrevRefFrameNum 4- 1 ) % MaxFrameNum and temporal_ level_always_zero_ flag is equal to 1.

G.8.2.S.3 Sliding window decoded reference picture marking process

The spc&ification of this subclaus β in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph ofthii subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked . ..", insert the following

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that i s equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency id of the current picture are considered .This process is invoked when adaptive_ ref_pic marking mode flag
is equal to 0. For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency id that is equal to the value of the
syntax element dependency J d of the current picture are considered.

Depending on the properties of the current picture as specified below, the following applies.

If the current picture is a coded field that is the second field in decoding order of a complementary reference field
pair, and the first field has been marked as "used for short-term reference", the current picture is also marked as
"used for short-term reference".

- Otherwise, the following applies.

- Let numShortTcrm be the total number of reference frames, complementary reference field pairs and non -paired
reference fields for which at least one field is marked as "used for short-term reference" and the value of
temporal_ level is equal to the the value of temporaljevel of the current picture. Let numLongTerm be the total
number of reference frames, complementary reference field pairs and non



- When numShortTerm + numLongTerm is equal to Maxf num_ref frames_in temporal lcvclT 0 1. 1) and
temporal level is equal to the condition that numShortTerm is greater than 0 shall be fulfilled, the short-
term reference frame, complementary reference field pair or non-paired reference field that has the smallest
value of FrameNumWrap and in which the value of temporal level is equal to Qis marked as "unused for
reference". When it is a frame or a complementary field pair, both of its fields are also marked as "unused foi
reference".

- Otherwise ("temporal level always zero flag is equal to 1). the following applies.

- When numShortTerm + numLongTerm is equal to Maxf num ref frames. 1 ). the condition that
ruimShortTerm is greater than 0 shall be fulfilled, the short-term reference frame, complementary reference
field pair or non-paired reference field that has the smallest value of FrameNumWrap is marked as "unused
for reference". When it is a frame or a complementary field pair, both of its fields are also marked as "unused
for reference".

G.8.2.5.4 Adaptive memory control decoded reference picture marking process

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.8.2.5.4.1 Marking process of a short-term picture as "unused for reference"

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency _id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.2 Marking process of a long-term picture as "unused for reference"

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

I) After the first paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency _id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.3Assignment process of a LoπgTermFrameldx to a short-term reference picture

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.4Decoding process for MaxLongTermFrameldx

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

J) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting -with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.5 Marking process of all reference pictures as "unused for reference" and setting
MaxLongTermFrameldx to "no long-term frame indices"

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.6Process for assigning a long-term frame index to the current picture

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.



J) After the first paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.7Marking process of all reference pictures of certain values of temporal level as "unused for reference"

This process is invoked when memory_management control operation is equal to 7,

For the this process only pictures with the syntax element dependency id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency id of the current picture are considered-

All reference pictures marked as "used for short-term reference" having temporal level equal to or greater than
temporal_level flush are marked as "unused for reference".

G.8.2.6 Construction of differential reference picture lists for decoding PR slices of key pictures

The current key picture with FirstPRSlice equal to 0 that contains all slices with quality_level equal to 0 is referred to as
base key picture.

This process is invoked when decoding a PR slice in a coded frame, and all of the following conditions are true.

KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1

- FirstPRSlice is not equal to 0

The PR slice covers or partially covers a non-I slice in the base key picture

Outputs of this process are a differential reference picture list diffRefPicListO and, when the PR slice of the current key
picture covers or partially covers a B or EB slice of the base key picture, a second differential reference picture list
diffRefPicListl .

In case a PR slice covers or partially covers two or more non-I slices in the base key picture, differential reference
picture lists are constructed separately for each of the corresponding areas in PR slice that covers no more than one non-I
slice in base key picture.

Each differential picture in a differential picture list is generated through a subtraction operation between two pictures.

For the differential reference picture lists used in decoding PR slice of key pictures, the same construction process as
specified in subclause G.8.2.4 is applied except the differences specified in G.8.2.6. 1.

NOTE - When decoding the current key picture with FirstPRSlice equal to 0, the decoding process for reference picture lists
construction prior to decoding of a PR slice is specified in subclause G.8.2.4.

G.8.2.6.1 Initialisation process for differential reference picture lists

G.8.2.6.1.1 Calculation of differential reference picture

For each slice in a reference picture marked both as "key reference" and as "base reference", a differential reference slice
is calculated by subtracting each luminance and chrominance sample from the slice in tie picture marked as "key
reference" from the luminance and chrominance sample in the same spatial location of the slice in the picture marked as
"enhanced reference".

For each slice in a reference picture marked as "key reference" but not marked as "base reference", the differential
reference slice is a zero slice (i.e. all samples of the slice have a value of zero) with the same dimensions as the slice in
the reference picture.

A differential reference picture is then formed by assembling the constituent differential reference slices. The decoded
picture marking process of a key picture is specified in subclause G.8.2.5.

G.8.2.6.1.2Initialisation process for the differential reference picture list for P, EP and SP slices in frames

The initialisation process is invoked when decoding PR slice or a part of a PR slice that covers or partially covers exactly
one P, EP, or SP slice in a base key picture.

Output of this process is the initial differential reference picture list diffRefPicListO.

For the initialisation process of the differential reference picture list diffRefPicListO in this subclause, only reference
pictures for which all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency_id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency_id of the
current picture



the picture is marked as "key reference"

A differential reference picture is calculated according to subclause G.8.2.6.1.1 and used in constructing the differential
reference picture list.

AU other operations are the same as that specified in subclause G.8.2.4.2. ].

G.8.2.6.1.3 Initialisation process for the differential reference picture list for B and EB slices in frames

The initialisation process is invoked when decoding PR slice or a part of a PR slice that covers or partially covers exactly
one B or EB slice in a base key picture.

Outputs of this process are the initial differential reference picture lists diffRefPicListO and diffRefPicListl.

For the initialisation process of the reference picture lists diffRefPicListO and diffRefPicListl in this subclause, only
reference pictures for which all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency_id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency_jd of the
current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference"

A differential reference picture is calculated according to subclause G.8.2.6.1.1 and used in constructing the differential
reference picture list.

All other operations are the same as that specified in subclause G.8.2.4.2.3.



Annex D Supplemental enhancement information

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications

Replace the syntax table in subclause D.1 with thefollowing:

D.I SEI payload syntax



Add the following subclauses D.1.24, D.1.25, D.1.26, D.1.27.



D.1.24 Scalabilit information SEI message syntax



D.1.25 Sub- icture scalable layer SEI message syntax

D.1.26 Non-re uired picture SEI message syntax

D.1.27 ualit la er information SEI messa e syntax



D.2 SEI payload semantics

Add thefollowing subclauses D.2.24, D.2.25, D.2.26, D.2.27-

D.2.24 Scalability information SEI message semantics

When present, this SEI message shall appear in an IDR access unit. The semantics of the message are valid until the next
SEI message of the same type.

num_layers_minusl plus 1 indicates the number of scalable layers or presentation points supported by the bitstream.
The value of num_layers_minusl is in the scope of 0 to 255, inclusive.

layer_id[ i ] indicates the identifier of the scalable layer.

Each scalable layer is associated with a layer identifier. The layer identifier is assigned as follows. A larger value of layer
identifier indicates a higher layer. A value 0 indicates the lowest layer. Decoding and presentation of a layer is
independent of any higher layer but may be dependent on a lower layer. Therefore, the lowest layer can be decoded and
presented independently, decoding and presentation of layer 1 may be dependent on layer 0, decoding and presentation
of layer 2 may be dependent on layers 0 and 1, and so on. The representation of a scalable layer requires the presence of
the scalable layer itself and all the lower layers on which the scalable layer are directly or indirectly dependent. In the
following, a scalable layer and all the lower layers on which the scalable layer are directly or indirectly dependent are
collectively called the scalable layer representation.

fgs_Iayer_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is an fine granularity scalable
(FGS) layer. A value 0 indicates that the scalable layer is not an FGS layer. The coded slice NAL units of an FGS layer
can be truncated at any byte-aligned position.

sub_pic_layer_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i consists of sub-pictures,
each sub-picture consists of a subset of coded slices of an access unit. A value 0 indicates that the scalable layer consists
of entire access units.

NOTE - The mapping of each sub-picture of a coded picture to a scalable layer is signaled by the sub-picture scalable layer
information SEI message.

sub_region_Iayer_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the sub-region information for the scalable layer with layer identifier
equal to i is present in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that sub-region information for the scalable layer is not
present in the SEI message.

profile_level_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the profile and level information for the scalable
layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the profile and level information for the
scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

decoding_dependency_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the decoding dependency information
for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the decoding
dependency information for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

bitrate_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the bitrate information for the scalable layer with
layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the bitrate information for the scalable layer with
layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

frm_rate_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the frame rate information for the scalable layer
with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the frame rate information for the scalable
layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

frm_size_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the frame size information for the scalable layer
With layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the frame size information for the scalable
layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

layer_dependency_iufo_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the layer dependency information for the
scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the layer dependency
information for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.



init_parameter_sets_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the initial parameter sets information for
the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the initial parameter sets
information for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

NOTE - The initial parameter sets refers to those parameter sets that can be put in the beginning of the bitstream or that can be
transmitted in the beginning of the session.

layer_profile_idc[ i ], layer_constraint_setO_flag[i ], layer_constraint_setl_flag[ i ], Iayer_constraint_set2_flag[ i ],
Iayer_constraint_set3_flag[ i ], and layer_level_idc[ i ] indicate the profile and level compliancy of the bitstream of the
representation of scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i. The semantics of layer_prof ϊ le_idc[ i ],
layer_constraint_setO_flag[ i ], layer_constraint_setl_flag[i ], Iayer_constraint_set2_flag[ i J1
Iayer_constraint_set3_flag[ i ], and layer_level_idc[ i ] are identical to the semantics of profile_idc, constraint_setO_flag,
constraint_setl_flag, constraint_set2_flag, constraint_set3_fiag and level_idc, respectively, unless herein the target
bitstream being the bitstream of the scalable layer representation.

temporal_level[ i ], dependency_id[ i ] and quality_level[ i ] are equal to temporal level, dependency_id and
quality_level, respectively, of the NAL units in the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i .

avg_bitrate [ i ] indicates the average bit rate, in units of 1000 bits per second, of the bitstream of the representation of
scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i. The semantics of avg_bitrate[ i ] is identical to the semantics of
average bitjrate in sub-sequence layer characteristics SEI message when accurate_statistics_flag is equal to 1, except
that herein the target bitstream being the bitstream of the scalable layer representation.

max_bitrate[ i ] indicates the maximum bit rate, in units of 1000 bits per second, of the bitstream of the representation
of scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i, in any one-second time window of access unit removal time as specified
in Annex C.

constant_frm_rate_idc [ i ] indicates whether the frame rate of the representation of the scalable layer with layer
identifier equal to i is constant. If the value of avg_fπn_rate as specified in below is constant whichever a temporal
section of the scalable layer representation is used for the calculation, then the frame rate is constant, otherwise the frame
rate is non-constant. Value 0 denotes a non-constant frame rate, value 1 denotes a constant frame rate, and value 2
denotes that it is not clear whether the frame rate is constant. The value of constantFrameRate is in the range of 0 to 2,
inclusive.

avgjfrm_rate[ i ] indicates the average frame rate, in units of frames per second, of the bitstream of the representation
of scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i. The semantics of avg_frm_rate[ i ] is identical to the semantics of
average_frame_rate in sub-sequence layer characteristics SEI message when accurate_statistics_flag is equal to 1, except
that herein the target bitstream being the bitstream of the scalable layer representation.

frtn_width_in_mbs_minusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the maximum width, in macroblocks, of a coded frame in the
representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal i.

frm_heigbt_in_mbsjmmusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the maximum height, in macroblocks, of a coded frame in the
representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal i .

base_region_layer_id[ i ] plus 1 indicates the layer identifier value of the scalable layer wherein the represented region
is used as the base region for derivation of the region represented by the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i

dyπamic_rect_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the region represented by the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to
i is a dynamically changed rectangular part of the base region. Otherwise the region represented by the current scalable
layer is a fixed rectangular part of the base region.

horizontal_offset[ i ] and verticial_offset[ i ] give the horizontal and vertical offsets, respectively, of the top-left pixel
of the rectangular region represented by the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i, in relative
to the top-left pixel of the base region, inluma samples of the base region.

region_width[ i ] and region_h e igb.t[ i ] give the width and height, respectively, of the rectangular region represented by
the representation of the scalable layer with layer identif ϊ erequal to i in luma samples of the base region.

roi_id [ i ] indicates the region-of-interest identifier of the region represented by the scalable layer with layer identifier
equal to i .

num_directly_dependent_layers[ i ] indicates the number of scalable layers that the scalable layer with layer identifier
equal to i is directly dependent on. Layer A is directly dependent on layer B means that there is at least one coded picture
in layer A has inter-layer prediction from layer B. The value of num_directly_dependent_layers is in the scope of 0 to
255, inclusive.

directly_dependent_layer_id_delta[ i ] [ j ] indicates the difference between the layer identifier of the jt h scalable layer
that the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is directly dependent on and i. The layer identifier of the directly
dependent scalable layer is equal to (directly_dependent_layer_jd_delta + i).



num_init_seq_parameter_set_minusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the number of initial sequence parameter sets for decoding
the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifierequal to i.

init_seq_parameter_set_id_delta[ i ] [ j ] indicates the value of the seq_parameter_set_id of the j 1 initial sequence
parameter set for decoding the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i if j is equal to Q. If j is
larger than 0, init seq parameter set id delta[ i ][j ] indicates the difference between the value of the
seq_parameter_set_id of the j initial sequence parameter set and the value of the seq parameter set id of the Q- I)'
initial sequence parameter set. The initial sequence parameter sets are logically ordered in ascending order of the value of
seq_parameter_set_id.

num_init_pic_parameter_set_minusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the number of initial picture parameter sets for decoding the
representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i.

init_pic_parameter_set_id_delta[ i ][j ] indicates the value of the pic_parameter_set_id of the j 1 initial picture
parameter set for decoding the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifierequal to i if j is equal to 0. If j is
larger than 0, init_pic_parameter_set_id_delta[i ][j ] indicates the difference between the value of the
pic_parameter_set_id of the j initial picture parameter set and the value of the pic_parameter_set_id of the Q-Y) initial
picture parameter set. The initial picture parameter sets are logically ordered in ascending order of the value of
pic_parameter_set_id.

D.2.25 Sub-picture scalable layer SEI message semantics

When present, this SEI message shall appear in the same SEI payload containing a motion-constrained slice group set
SEI message and immediately succeeds the motion-constrained slice group set SEI message in decoding order. The slice
group set identified by the motion-constrained slice group set SEI message is called the associated slice group set of the
sub-picture layer information SEI message.

Iayer_id indicates the layer identifier of the scalable layer to which the coded slice NAL units in the associated slice
group set belongs.

D.2.26 Non-required picture SEI message semantics

The information conveyed in this SEI message concerns an access unit. When present, this SEI message shall appear
before any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition NAL unit of the corresponding access unit.

num_info_entries_minusl plus 1 indicates the number of the information entries following this syntax element. The
value shall be in the range of 0 to 7, inclusive.

entry_dependency_id[ i ] indicates the dependency_id value of the target picture whose information of non-required
pictures is described by the following syntax elements. The instances of entry dependency _id[ i ] shall appear in the
increasing order of their values. The quality_level value of the target picture is always zero. A non-required picture of the
target picture is not required in decoding of any other pictures in the coded video sequence and having the same
dependency_id value and quality_level value as the target picture.

NOTE - A picture having qualityjevel larger than 0 is a FGS picture whose inter-prediction reference source is always fixed.
Therefore, a FGS picture's non-required pictures are the same as the picture having the same dependency_id value as the FGS
picture and quality_level equal to 0.

num_non_required_pics_ininusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the number of non-required pictures signaled in the current entry
for the target picture having the dependency _id value equal to entry_dependency_id[ i ] and the qualityjevel value equal
to 0. The value shall be in the range of 0 to 30, inclusive.

non_required_pic_dependency_id[ i ][ j ] indicates the dependency_id value of the j-th non-required picture signaled in
the current entry for the target picture having the dependency_id value equal to entry_dependency_id[ i ] and the
quality_level value equal to 0.

non_required_pic_quality_level[ i ] [ j 1 indicates the. qualityjevel value of the j-th non-required picture signaled in the
current entry for the target picture having the dependency_id value equal to entry dependency _id[ i ] and the
qualityjevel value equal to 0. In addition, those pictures that have dependency_id equal to
non_required_pic_dependency_id[ i ][ j ] and qualityjevel larger than non_required_pic_qualityjevel[ i ][ j ] are also
non-required pictures for the same target picture.

non_requiredjpicJTragment_order[ i ][ j ] indicates the fragment_order value of the j-th non-required picture signaled
in the current entry for the target picture having the dependencyJ d value equal to entry_dependencyjd[ i ] and the
qualityjevel value equal to 0. In addition, those pictures that have dependency J d equal to
non_required_pic_dependencyjd[i ][ j ], qualityjevel equal to non_required_pic_quality Jeve[ i ][ j ] and
fragment_order larger than non_required_pic_ fragment_order[ i ][ j ] are also non-required pictures for the same target
picture.



Besides the non-required pictures expϊ citly signaled in the SEI message, the following rules shall be applied to derive
additional non-required pictures:

If a picture having dependency_id equal to A is not a non -required picture for the picture having
dependency_id equal to B wherein B is larger than or equal to A, then all the non-required pictures for the
picture having dependency id equal to A are also non-required pictures for the picture having
dependency_id equal to B.

If the layer desired for playback has dependency_id equal to C that is not equal to any of the signaled
entry_dependency_id[ i ] values, the n-th entry that has the largest entry_dependency_id[ i ] smaller than
C is searched for. The picture having dependency_id equal to C shall have the same set of non-required
pictures as the picture having dependency_id equal to the entry_dependency_id [ i ] of the n-th entry and
quality_level equal to 0. If there is no entry that has entry_dependency_id [ i ] smaller than C, then there
are no non-required pictures in the associated access unit for the picture having dependency_id equal to C.

D.2.26 Quality layer information SEI message semantics

num_quality_layers specifies the number of quality layers defined for this frame.

quality_layer[ i ] specifies the value of the i-th quality layer.

delta_quality_layer_byte_offset[ i ] specifies the number of bytes that should be extracted for the i-th quality layer. For
each i, delta_quality_layer_byte_offset[i ] specifies the number of additional offset bytes for the current quality layer.
The total byte offset quality_layer_byte_offset is calculated as

quality_layer_byte__offset = 0
for ( n = 0; n < i; n++ )

quality_layer_byte_offset += delta_quality_layer_byte_offset[ n ]

The total byte offset quality_layer_byte_offset indicates the truncation point for the progressive refinement packet.



ANNEX 2: Reference picture making in SVC, proposed EIDR changes to specification text

Scalable Extension

G.I Scope

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply.

G.2 Normative references

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply.

G.3 Definitions

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(JR/HS): Here, we need to modify and add some definitions, e.g. (first rough ideas)

access unit: A set of NAL units containing all coded slice or slice data partition NAL units having the same value of
picture order count. In addition to the coded slice or slice data partitioning NAL units, an access unit may also contain
other NAL units not containing slices or slice datapartitions.

picture: A picture is decoded from a set of NAL units with an identical value of picture order count, dependency_id, and
quality_level.

residual picture: a picure composed of residual and/or decoded samples or data elements.

]

G.4 Abbreviations

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply.

G.5 Conventions

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply.

G.5.1 Arithmetic operators

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing addition.

x // y Simplified form of division, defined for integers x and y with y > 0.

x// y = ( x * z( y ) ) » n( y ) , with n( y ) = fioor( Log2( y ) ) + 15

( y ) = ( ( l « n ( y ) ) + y / 2 ) / y

G.6 Source, coded, decoded and output data formats, scanning processes, and neighbouring
relationships



G.7 Syntax and semantics

G.7.1 Method of describing syntax in tabular form

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.I.2 Specification of syntax functions, categories, and descriptors



G.7.3 Syntax in tabular form

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be extended as specified in thefollowing subclauses.

G.7.3.1 NAL unit syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification

G.7.3.2 Raw byte sequence payloads and RBSP trailing bits syntax

G.7.3.2.1 Sequence parameter set RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced by thefollowing specification.







G.7.3.2.1.1 Scaling list syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.1.2 Sequence parameter set extension RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.2 Picture parameter set RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.3 Supplemental enhancement information RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.4 Access unit delimiter RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.3.2,5 End of sequence RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.7.3.2.6 End of stream RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

GJ 3.1.1 Filler data RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.8 Slice layer without partitioning RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.9 Slice data partition RBSP syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.10 RBSP slice trailing bits syntax

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.11 RBSP trailing bits syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.3.2.12 Slice layer in scalable extension RBSP syntax



G.7.3.3 Slice header syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply. The subclauses are modified as specified in thefollowing.



G.7.3.3.1 Reference picture list reordering syntax

The specification of this subclause inA VC shall be replacedby thefollowing specification.

G.7.3.3.2 Prediction weight table syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replacedby thefollowing specification.



G.7.3.3.3 Decoded reference picture marking syntax

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replacedby thefollowing specification.

G.7.4 Semantics

G.7.4.1 NAL unit semantics

!T specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications



1) Replace thefollowing paragraph of this subclause inAVC

nal_ref_idc not equal to 0 specifies that the content of the NAL unit contains a sequence parameter set or a picture
parameter set or a slice of a reference picture or a slice data partition of a reference picture.

nal_ref_idc equal to 0 for a NAL unit containing a slice or slice data partition indicates that the slice or slice data
partition is part of a non-reference picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for sequence parameter set or sequence parameter set extension or picture parameter
set NAL units. When nal_ref_idc is equal to 0 for one slice or slice data partition NAL unit of a particular picture, it shall
be equal to 0 for all slice and slice data partition NAL units of the picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for IDR NAL units, i.e., NALunits with nal_unit_type equal to 5.

nal_ref_idc shall be equal to 0 for all NAL units having nal_unit_ty ρe equal to 6, 9, 10, 11, or 12.

nal_unit_type specifies the type of RBSP data structure contained in the NAL unit as specified in Table 7-1. VCL NAL
units are specified as those NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 1 to 5, inclusive. All remaining NAL units are
called non-VCL NAL units.

with the following

nal_ref_idc not equal to 0 specifies that the content of the NAL unit contains a sequence parameter set or a picture
parameter set or a slice of a reference picture or a slice data partition of a reference picture.

naljrefjdc equal to 0 for a NAL unit containing a slice or slice data partition indicates that the slice or slice data
partition is part of a non-reference picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for sequence parameter set or sequence parameter set extension or picture parameter
set NAL units. When nal_ref_idc is equal to 0 for one slice or slice data partition NAL unit of a particular picture, it shall
be equal to 0 for all slice and slice data partition NAL units of the picture.

nal_ref_idc shall not be equal to 0 for IDR NAL units, i.e., NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 5.

nal_ref_idc shall be equal to 0 for all NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 6, 9, 10, 11, or 12.

The variable KeyPictureFlag is derived as follow:

If nal_ref_idc is equal to 3 for one slice or slice data partition NAL unit of a particular acess unit,
KeyPictureFlag is set to be equal to 1

Otherwise (nal_ref_idc is not equal to 3) KeyPictureFlag is set to be equal to 0

nal_nnit_type specifies the type of RBSP data structure contained in the NAL unit as specified in Table 7-1 . VCL NAL
units are specified as those NAL units having nal_unit_type equal to 1to 5, inclusive, or equal to 20 to 21, inclusive. All
remaining NAL units are called non-VCL NAL units.

2) Replace Table 7-1 of this subclause in A VC with thefollowing table.



3) Insert thefollowing paragraphs before "rbsp_byte[i ] ... " of this subclause in A VC:

When the value of nal_unit_type is equal to 2 1 for a NAL unit containing a slice of a coded picture, the value of
nal_unit_type shall be 2 1 in all other VCL NAL units of the same coded picture. Such a picture is referred to as an IDR
picture in scalable extension.

Either all pictures with an identical value of picture order count but different values of dependency_id or quality _level,
are coded as IDR pictures, or no picture for a specific value of picture order count is coded as IDR picture.

simple_priority_id specifies a priority identifier for the NAL unit. When extension_flag is equal to 0,
simple_ρriority_id is used for inferring the values of dependency_id, temporal_level, and quality_level. When
simple_priority_id is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

NOTE - When extension_flag is equal to 1, simple_priority_id is not used by the decoding process specified in this
Recommendation | International Standard; when extension_flag is equal to 0, it is only used for inferring the values of
dependency_id, temporal_level, and qualityjevel. The syntax element simple_priority_id may be used as determined by the
application.

discardable_flag equal to 1 specifies that the content of the NAL unit (currDependencyld = dependency_id) is not used
in the decoding process of NAL units with dependency_id > currDependencyld. discardable_flag equal to 0 indicates
that the content of the NAL unit (currDependencyld = dependency_id) is used in the decoding process of NAL units with
dependency _id > currDependencyld.

When discardable_flag is equal to 1, the NAL unit shall not be referenced by the syntax element base_id_plusl of any
other NAL unit of the same access unit.

[Ed. Note(SP/HS): Currently this flag is not required by the decoding process, it represents mainly high-level
information for applications. The discardable feature shall also be reflected by the syntax element base_idjilus 1.]

extension_flag equal to 1 indicates that the syntax elements dependency_id, temporaljevel, and quality_level are
present in the NAL unit.

dependency_id specifies a dependency identifier for the current picture. When dependency_id is not present, it shall be
inferred to be equal to dependency_id_list[ simple_jpriority_id ]. The dependency_id is used in the decoding process for



picture order count (subclause G.8.2. 1), the decoding process for reference lists (subclause G.8.2.4), the decoded
reference picture marking process (subclause G.8.2.5), and for identifying base pictures that are used for inter-layer
prediction of motion and/or texture data.

temporal_level specifies a temporal level for the current picture. When temporal_level is not present, it shall be inferred
to be equal to temporal_level_list[ simple_priority_id ]. The temporal_level is used in the decoding process for reference
lists (subclause G.8.2.4).

quality_level specifies a quality level for the current NAL unit. When quality_level is not present, it shall be inferred to
be equal to quality_level_list[ simple_priority_id ]. The quality_level is used in connection with the
end_of_progressive_refinement_slice_flag of previous NAL units in decoding order for determining whether a NAL unit
containing a PR slice can be decoded.

G.7.4.1.1 Encapsulation of an SODB within an RBSP (informative)

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.4.1.2 Order of NAL units and association to coded pictures, access units, and video sequences

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.4.1.3 Order of sequence and picture parameter set RBSPs and their activation

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications. .

J) Insert thefollowing at the beginning of this subclause.

The processes and constraints described in this subclause apply only for the NAL units with an identical value of
dependency_id. [Ed. Note(YKW/HS): The text about the activation of picture parameter sets need to be checked and
possibly modified.]

NOTE - More than one sequence parameter set RBSP or picture parameter set RBSP may be considered active at any given
moment during the operation of the decoding process.

chroma_format_idc shall be identical for all activated sequence parameter sets (for all values of dependency_id).

When temporal level alwavs_zero_flag is present in an actived sequence parameter set for a particular value of
dependency id. the value of temporal level_ always zero flag in any other sequence parameter set activated for the
same dependency id in the same coded video sequence shall be equal to or shall be inferred to b e equal to the
temporal level always zero flag in the actived sequence parameter set. When temporal_ level always zero flag is not
present in any of the activated sequence parameter sets in a coded video sequence, it shall be inferred to be equal to 1.

G.7.4.1.4 Order of access units and association to coded video sequences

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace thefollowing paragraph of this subclause in A VC

The values of picture order count for the coded pictures in consecutive access units in decoding order containing non-
reference pictures shall be non-decreasing.

with the following.

The values of picture order count for the coded pictures with identical values of dependency_id and qualityjevel in
consecutive access units in decoding order and containing non-reference pictures shall be non-decreasing.

G.7.4.1.5 Order of NAL units and coded pictures and association to access units

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(HS/YKW): This subclause needs to be carefully checked and the necessary restrictions for scalable bitstreams
need to be analyzed. It is likely that defintion of a sub-access -unit conceptually same as access unit in AVC is needed to
clearly specify the order of NAL units and coded pictures and association to sub-access-unit and the order of sub-access-
units and association to access units. Here are some first rough ideas:

J) Replace thefirst sentence (copied below) this subclause in A VC

An access unit consists of one primary coded picture, zero or more corresponding redundant coded pictures, and zero or
more non-VCL NAL units.



with thefollowing .

An access unit consists of one or more primary coded pictures, zero or more corresponding redundant coded pictures
with the same value of picture order count, and zero or more non-VCL NAL units.

A NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld shall not precede any NAL unit with
dependency_id less than dependencyld.

A NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld and quality_level equal to qualityLevel shall not
precede any NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld and quality_level less than
qualityLevel.

A NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld, qualityjevel equal to qualityLevel,
first_mb_in_slice equal to fϊ rstMblnSLice, and fragment_order equal to fragmentOrder shall directly
precede the NAL unit with dependency_id equal to dependencyld, quality_level equal to qualityLevel,
first_mb_in_slice equal to firstMblnSlice, and fragementOrder equal to fragmentOrder + 1 (when
present).

J

G.7.4.1.6 Detection of the first VCL NAL unit of a primary coded picture

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply with thefollowing modifications

[Ed. Note(YKW): This subclause needs to be carefully checked and the necessary restrictions for scalable bitstreams
need to be analyzed. Here are some initial ideas.

1) Replace thefollow ingparagraph of this subclause in A VC

Any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of the primary coded picture of the current access
unit shall be different from any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of the primary coded
picture of the previous access unit in one or more of the following ways.

with thefollowing

Any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of a primary coded picture shall be different from
any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition A NAL unit of another primary coded picture in the same or
previous access unit in one or more of the following ways.

Thefollowing bullet items could be added after the last bullet item in this subclasue in A VC:

- dependency_id differs in value

temporaMevel differs in value

quality_level differs in value

nal_unit_type differs in value with one of the nal_unit_type values being equal to 2 1

nal_unit_type is equal to 2 1 for both and idr_ρic_id differs in value

]

G.7.4.1.6.1 Order of VCL NAL units and association to coded pictures

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace thefollowing paragraph of this subclause in A VC

NAL units having nal_unit_type in the range of 20 to 23, inclusive, which are reserved, shall not precede the first VCL
NAL unit of the primary coded picture within the access unit (when specified in the future by ITU-T | ISO/IEC).

with thefollowing

NAL units having nal_unit_type in the range of 22 to 23, inclusive, which are reserved, shall not precede the first VCL
NAL unit of the primary coded picture within the access unit (when specified in the future by ITU-T | ISO/IEC).

G.7.4.2 Raw byte sequence payloads and RBSP trailing bits semantics

G.7.4.2.1 Sequence parameter set RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.



[Ed. Note(YKW): The "bitstream" mentioned in the semantics of sequence parameter set parameters refers to the
bitstream within a coded video sequence consisting of all the NAL units of the scalable layer that refers to the sequence
parameter set and all the NAL units of the (required?) lower scalable layers. This needs to be refined.]

/ Replace the paragraph starting wUh "zaps in frame num allowed a specifies . . " with the paragraphs below

temporal level always zero flag equal to 1 specifies that the no picture has temporal level greater than 0.
temporal_ level always zero flag equal to 0 specifies that a picture may have temporal level greater than 0.

num ref frames in temporal_level[ i I specifies the number of frames in the sliding window buffering mode for
temporal level i. The sum of num ref frames in temporal level i for all values of i shall be equal to or less than the
value of num ref_frames. If the value of num ref _frames in temporal level i | is 0 for a particular value of i and i < 7,

num ref frames_in_tcmporal level f i "] shall be zero for each value of i from Ti + 1) to 7. inclusive. If
num_ref_framesjn_temporal levelf i 1 is not present, then num ref frames in temporaljevelf 0 1 shall be inferred to
be equal to num ref frames and num ref frames in temporal level M 1 shall be zero for each value of i from 1 to 7.
inclusive.

gaps in frame num value allowed flay specifics the allowed values of frame num as specified in subcla se 7.4.3
and the decoding process in case of an inferred gap between values of frame_ num as specified in subclause 8.2.5.2.
When temporal level_ always zero flag is equal to 0. gaps in frame num value allowed_flag shall be equal to 1.

1) Insert thefollowing before theparagraph starting with "chroma_format_idc specifies . . ".

nal_unit_extension_flag equal to 0 specifies that the parameters that specify the napping of simple_priority_id to
(dependency id, temporaMevel, quality_id) follow next in the sequence parameter set. nal_unit_extension_fiag equal
to 1 specifies that the parameters that specify the mapping of simple_priority_id to (dependency_id, temporaMevel,
qualityJevel) are not present. When naMinit_extension_flag is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 1.

The NAL unit syntax element extension_flag of all NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20 and 2 1 that reference the
current sequence parameter set shall be equal to nal_unit_extension_flag.

NOTE - When profile_idc is not equal to 83, the syntax element extensionjlag of all NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20
and 21that reference the current sequence parameter set shall be equal to 1.

number_of_simple_priority_id_values_minusl plus 1 specifies the number of values for simple_priority_id, for
which a mapping to (dependency_id, temporaMevel, quality_level) is specified by the parameters that follow next in the
sequence parameter set. The value of number_of_simple__priority_id_values_minusl shall be in the range ofO to 63,
inclusive.

priority_id, dependency_id_list[ priority_id ], temporal_Ievel_Iist[ priority_id ], quality_level_list[ priority_id ]
specify the inferring process for the syntax elements dependency_id, temporaMevel, and quality_level as specified in
subclause G.7.4.1.

For all values of priority_id, for which dependency_list[ priority_id ], temporal_level_list[priority_id ] , and
quality_level_list[priority_id ] are not present, dependency_list[priority_id ], temporal_level_list[ priority _id ], and
quality_level_list[priority_id ] shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

1) Insert thefollowing before the paragraph starting with "vuijparameters_presentjlag equal to 1specifies . . ".,

extended_spatial_scalability specifies the presence of syntax elements related to geometrical parameters for the base
layer upsampling. When extended_spatial_scalability is equal to 0, no geometrical parameter is present in the bitstream.
When extended_spatial_scalability is equal to 1, geometrical parameters are present in the sequence parameter set.
When extended_spatial_scalability is equal to 2, geometrical parameters are present in slice_data_in_scalable_extension.
The value of 3 is reserved for extended_spatial_scalability. When extended_spatial_scalability is not present, it shall be
inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_left_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the upper-left pixel of an upsampled base layer
picture and the upper-left pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When
scaled_base_left_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

The variable ScaledBaseLeftOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseLeftOffset = 2 * scaled_base_left_offset (G-7-26)

The variable ScaledBaseLeftOffsetC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseLeftOffsetC = ScaledBaseLeftOffset / SubWidthC (G-7-27)



scaled_base_top_offset specifies vertical offset of the upper-left pixel of an upsampled base layer picture and the upper-
left pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When scaled_base_top_offset is not present, it
shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

The variable ScaledBaseTopOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseTopOffset = 2 * scaled_base_top_o£fset (G-7-28)

The variable ScaledBaseTopOffsetC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseTopOffsetC = ScaledBaseTopOffset / SubHeightC [G-I-29)

scaled_basejright_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the bottom-right pixel of an upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When
scaled_base_right_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

The variable ScaledBaseRightOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseRightOffs et = 2 * scaled_base_right_offset (G-7-3 0)

The variable ScaledBaseWidth is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseWidth= PicWidthlnMbs * 16 - ScaledBaseLeftOffset - ScaledBaseRightOffset (G-7-3 1)

The variable ScaledBaseWidthC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseWidthC = ScaledBaseWidth / SubWidthC (G-7-3 2)

scaledjbase_bottom_offset specifies the vertical offset between the bottom-right pixel of an upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of a picture of the current layer in units of two luma samples. When
scaled_base_bottom_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

The variable ScaledBaseBottomOffset is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseBottomOffset 2 * scaled_base_bottom_offset (G-7-3 3)

The variable ScaledBaseHeight is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseHeight = PicHeightlnMbs * 16 - ScaledBaseTopOffset- ScaledBaseBottomOffset (G-7-34)

The variable ScaledBaseHeightC is defined as follow:

ScaledBaseHeightC = ScaledBaseHeight / SubHeightC (G-7-3 5)

chroma_phase_x_plusl specifies the horizontal phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter sampling
space in the horizontal direction of a picture of the current layer. When chroma_phase_x_plusl is not present, it shall be
inferred to be equal to 0.

chroma_phase_y_plusl specifies the vertical phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter sampling space
in the vertical direction of a picture of the current layer. When chroma_phase_y_plusl is not present, it shall be inferred
to be equal to 1.

Note: The chroma phase parameter chroma_phase_x_plusl is in range 0.. 1, the values of 2 and 3 are reserved. The chroma phase
parameter chroma_phase__y__plusl is in range 0 .2, the value of 3 is reserved.

G.I AXl Picture parameter set RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.3 Supplemental enhancement information RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.4 Access unit delimiter RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.



G.7.4.2.5 End of sequence RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.I .4.2.6 End of stream RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.7 Filler data RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.8 Slice layer without partitioning RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing additions.

rbtmp_byte[ i ] is the i-th byte of a progressive_refinement_slice_data_i π_scalable_extension() payload, starting from
the end of the slice header. The rbtnp_byte[ ] is used to append sub-parts of the slice data of a progressive refinement
slice before parsing its syntax elements

G.7.4.2.9 Slice data partition RBSP semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.10 RBSP slice trailing bits semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.11 RBSP trailing bits semantics

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.4.2.12 Slice layer in scalable extension RBSP semantics

The slice layer in scalable extension consists of a slice header in scalable extension and slice data. If the syntax element
slicejype is equal to PR, the slice data are progressive refinement slice data in scalable extension; otherwise, the slice
data are slice data in scalable extension.

G.7.4.3 Slice header semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing additions.

For the semantics and decoding process of frame_num and idr_pic_id, only pictures with dependency_id equal to the
value of dependency_id of the current slice are considered.

Thefollowing text should be added after the description of sliceJype:

A variable FirstPRSlice is defined to be equal to 0.

G.7.4.3.1 Reference picture list reordering sematics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.7.4.3.2 Prediction weight table semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.7.4.3.3 Decoded reference picture marking semantics

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply -with the following additions and changes.

1) Insert the following before the paragraph starting with "Not more than one memory management control_operation
equal to 4 shall be present in a slice header. "

When temporal level is greater than 0. memory_management control operation equal to 2. 3. 4 or 5 shall not be present.

2) Insert the following before the paragraph starting with "lon term pic num is used. . . "

Let numLongTerm be equal to be the total number of reference frames. When temporal level always zero a is equal
to 0. temporaHevel is equal to 0. and memory management control_ operation is equal to 3,
difference in pic nums minusl shall be smaller than faum_ref frames - numLong Term).

The picture identified bv the resulting picture number shall have temporal level equal to 0.



G.IAA Slice data semantics

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply

G.7.4.S Macroblock layer semantics

The specification of this subclause in AVC shall apply.

G.7.4.6 Slice header in scalable extension semantics

When present, the value of the slice header in scalable extension syntax elements pic_parameter_set_id, frame_num,
fieldj3ic_flag, bottom_field_flag, idr_pic_id, pic_order__cnt_lsb, delta_pic__order_cnt_bottom, delta_pio_order_cnt[ 0 ],
delta_pic_order_cnt[ 1 ], and slice_group_change_cycle shall be the same in all slice headers of a coded picture.

first_mb_in_slice has the same semantics as fϊrst_mb_in_slice in subclause G.7.4.3 .

slice_type specifies the coding type of the slice according to Table G-7-1.

Table G-7-1 - Name association to slice_type for NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20 or 21.

[Ed. Note(JR): Shouldn't we modify the syntax in order that slice_type = 0 correspond to EP and slice_type=l corespond
to EB, in order to be compatible with the AVC meaning of slice_type?]

A variable FirstPRSlice is defined as folows:

If slice_type is not equal to PR, FirstPRSlice is set to be equal to 0

Otherwise if slice_type is equal to PR and FirstPRSlice is equal to 0, FirstPRSlice is set to be equal to 1

Otherwise (slice_type is equal to PR, and FirstPRSlice is not equal to 0), FirstPRSlice is set to be equal to
2

pic_parameter_set_idhas the same semantics as pic_parameter_set_id in subclause G.7.4.3.

fragmented_flag equal to 1 specifies that the current NAL unit is fragmented. fragmented_flag equal to 0 specifies that
the current NAL unit is not fragmented. If fragmented_flag is not present it shall be inferred to be equal to 0 .

When fragmented_flag is equal to 1, the NAL unit cannot be parsed independently; in this case the RBSP bytes of the
slice data of all NAL units with identical values of first_mb_in_slice, slice_type and fragmented_flag shall be stored in a
temporary RBSP byte buffer in increasing order of fragment order. The parsing process is started when a NAL unit with
last_fragment_flag equal to 1 is received or when the next NAL unit is not a NAL unit with identical values of
first_mb_in_slice, slice_type and fragmented_flag, or when the next NAL unit belongs to another access unit.

fragment_order specifies the order in which the NAL units with fragmented_flag equal to 1 shall be ordered before the
parsing process is started. If fragment_order is not present it should be inferred to be equal to 0.

A NAL unit with fragmentOrder = fragment_order greater than 0 shall immediately follow a NAL unit with identical
values of fϊ rst_mb_in_slice, slice_type and fragmented_flag, and a value of fragment_order equal to fragmentOrder- 1.

last_fragment_flag equal to 1 specifies that the current NAL unit is the last fragment of a progressive refinement slice
and that the parsing process can be started. last_fragment_flag equal to 0 specifies that zero or more NAL units
containing fraction of the current progressive refinement slice may follow.

If not present last_fragment_fiag shall be inferred to be equal to 0 for a fragmented progressive refinement slice with
fragment_order equal to 0 and shall be inferred to be equal to 1 otherwise.

num_mbs_in_slice_minusl plus 1 specifies the number of macroblocks in the progressive refinement slice.

luma_chroma_sep_flag equal to 0 specifies that any chroma transform coefficient levels to be decoded for the current
macroblock will immediately follow the luma transform coefficient levels. luma_chroma_sep_flag equal to 1 specifies
that all luma ransform coefficient levels for the slice are to be decoded first, followed by all chroma transform
coefficient values.
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frame_numhas the same semantics as frame_num in subclause G.7.4.3.

field_pic_flag has the same semantics as field_pic_flag in subclause G.7.4.3.

bottom_field_flag has the same semantics as bottom_field_flag in subclause G.7.4.3 .

idr_pic_idhas the same semantics as idr_pic_id in subclause G.7.4.3.

pic_order_cnt_lsbhas the same semantics as pic_order_cnt_lsb in subclause G.7.4.3 .

delta_pic_order_cnt_bottom has the same semantics as delta_pic_order_cnt_bottom in subclause G.7.4.3.

delta_pic_order_cnt[ 0 ] has the same semantics as delta_pic_order_cnt[ 0 ] in subclause G.7.4.3.

delta_pic_or der_cnt[ 1 ] has the same semantics as delta_pic_order_cnt[ 1] in subclause G.7.4.3.

redundant_pic_cnt has the same semantics as redundant_pic_cnt in subclause G.7.4.3.

direct_spatial_mv_pred_flag has the same semantics as direct_spatial_mv_pred_flag in subclause G.7.4.3 .

base_id_plusl minus 1 specifies the value of dependency Id, quality_level and fragment_order for base pictures that
are used for inter-layer prediction of coding mode, motion, samples values, and/or residual values of the current slice.
base_id_plusl equal to 0 specifies that no inter-layer prediction (of coding mode, motion, sample value, and/or residual
prediction) is used for the current slice. base_id_plusl greater than 0 specifies that an inter-layer prediction (of coding
mode, motion, sample value, and/or residual prediction) may be used for the current slice when signalled in the
macroblock layer.

If base_id_plusl is greater than 0, the variables DependencyldBase, QualityLevelBase, and FragmentOrderBase are
derived as follows.:

DependencyldBase = ( base_id_plus 1 - 1 ) » 4

QualityLevelBase = ( ( base_id_plusl - 1 ) » 2 ) & 3.

FragmentOrderBase = ( base_id_plusl - 1 ) & 3

Otherwise (base_id_plusl is equal to 0), DependencyldBase , QualityLevelBase, and FragmentOrderBase are set equal
to -1.

If base_id_plusl is greater than 0, the variables BasePicWidthlnMbs, BaseChromaFormatldc, BasePicWidth,
BasePirffeight, BasePicWidthC, BasePicHeightC, BaseMbWidthC, and BaseMbHeightCare defined as follow:

BasePicWidthlnMbs is equal to basePicWidthlnMbsMinusl + 1, with basePicWidthlnMbsMinusl being
the syntax element pic_width_in_mbs_minusl of the active sequence parameter set for the pictures with
dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase

BaseChromaFormatldc is equal to the syntax element chroma_format_idc of the active sequence
parameter set for the pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicWidth B equal to variable PicWidthlnSamplesL of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicHeight is equal to variable PicHeightlnSamplesL of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicWidthC is equal to variable PicWidthlnSamplesC of the active sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BasePicHeightC is equal to variable PicHeightlnSamplesC of the Ective sequence parameter set for the
pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BaseMbWidthC is equal to variable MbWidthC of the active sequence parameter set for the pictures with
dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

BaseMbHeightC is equal to variable MbHeightC of the active sequence parameter set for the pictures with
dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase.

adaptive_ρrediction_flag specifies the presence of syntax elements in the macroblock layer in scalable extension. When
this syntax element is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

numjref_idx_active_override_flag has the same semantics as num_ref_idx_active_override_flag in subclause G.7.4.3 .

num_ref_idx_10_active_minusl has the same semantics as num_ref_idx_10_active_minusl in subclause G.7.4.3.

num_ref_idx_ll_active_minusl has the same semantics as num_ref_idx_ll_active_minusl in subclause G.7.4.3.



base_pred_weight_table_flag equal to 1 specifies that pred_weight_table() for the current slice shall be inherited from
the corresponding base layer. When base_pred_weight table_flag is not present, base_pred_weight_table_flag shall be
inferred to be equal to 0.

cabac_init_idc has the same semantics as cabac_init_idc in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_qp_delta has the same semantics as slice_qp_delta in subclause G.7.4.3.

disable_deblockiπg_filter_idc has the same semantics as disable_deblocking_filter_idc in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_alpha_cO_offset_div2 has the same semantics as slice_alpha_cO_offset_div2 in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_bela_cO_offset_div2 has the same semantics as slice_beta_cO_offset_div2 in subclause G.7.4.3.

slice_group_change_cycle has the same semantics as slice_group_change_cycle in subclause G.7.4.3 .

base_chroma_phase_x_plusl specifies the horizontal phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter
sampling space in the horizontal direction of the pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase. When
base_chroma_phase_x_plusl is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to chroma_phase_x_plus l.

base_chroma_phase_y_plusl specifies the vertical phase shift of the chroma components in units of quarter sampling
space in the vertical direction of the pictures with dependency_id equal to DependencyldBase. When
base_chroma_phase_y_plusl is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to chroma_phase_yx_plusl.

scaled_base_left_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the upper-left pixel of the upsampled base layer picture
and the upper-left pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When
scaled_base_left_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_top_offset specifies vertical offset of the upper-left pixel of the upsampled base layer picture and the
upper-left pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When scaled_base_top_offset is
not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_right_offset specifies the horizontal offset between the bottom-right pixel of the upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When
scaled_base_right_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

scaled_base_bottom_offset specifies the vertical offset between the bottom-right pixel of the upsampled based layer
picture and the bottom-right pixel of the current picture in units of two luma samples of current picture. When
scaled_base_bottom_offset is not present, it shall be inferred to be equal to 0.

Note: These geometrical parameters, if present in the slice data in scalable extension semantics, shall apply to the current slice, and
the parameters shall be consistent for slices of the same layer within an access unit. These parameters shall be associated to the
current picture if the picture is to be used as reference picture

adaptive_ref_fgs_flag equal to 1 specifies that adaptive reference is used in decoding the progressive slice of a key
picture. [Ed. Note(HS): The value of this flag shall always be equal to (nal_ref_idc = = 3 ) and is thus not required. It
has to be proven in following versions whether this flag can be removed.]

max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block specifies the maximum scaling factor to be used for scaling the differential
reference signal in constructing the Inter prediction samples used in decoding the progressive slice of a key picture, when
the transform block in the base layer does not have any nonzero coefficients. The value of
max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block shall be in the range of 0 to 3 1, inclusive.

A variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseBlock is derived as follows.

If max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block is equal to 0, the variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseBlock is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block is not equal to 0), the variable
MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseBlock is set equal to ( max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_block + j ) ,

max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff specifies the maximum scaling factor to be used for scaling the differential
reference signal in constructing the Inter prediction samples used in decoding the progressive slice of a key picture, when
the number of nonzero coefficients in transform block in the base layer is larger than 0, but the corresponding transform
coefficient level is equal to 0.

A variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseCoeff is derived as follows.

If max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff is equal to 0, the variable MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseCoeff is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff is not equal to 0), the variable
MaxDiffRefScaleZeroBaseCoeff is set equal to ( max_diff_ref_scale_for_zero_base_coeff + 1 ).



G.8 Decoding process

The specification of this section in A VC shall apply With thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(HS): Since the order of process calls for a scalable bitstream is not as clear as for standard AVC, we should
add some detailed specification here, when which process is invoked.

]

G.8.1 NAL unit decoding process

The specification of this subclause inA VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

[Ed. Note(HS): This subclause need to be slightly changed.]

G.8.1.1 Concatenation of fragmented NAL units

NAL units with nal_unit_type equal to 20 or 2 1 and fragment_flag equal to 1 are concatenated as specified in subclause
G.7.3.2.12 before the parsing process in clause G.9 is invoked. For the parsing process in clause G.9 and the decoding
process in this section, the resulting concatenated NAL unit is considered as if this single NAL unit is present in the bit-
streams.

A NAL unit with fragment_flag equal to 1 and dependency_id equal to dependencyld can be used for the prediction of a
slice with dependency_id greater than dependencyld. The set of syntax elements that belongs to a fragment with
fragment_order equal to X (and thus the corresponding reconstructed motion data, residual signal, or reconstructed
signal) is specified as follows.

Let concatenatedByteBuffer be the byte buffer rbtmp_byte after invoking the function swap_buffer(.) in
subclause G.7.3.2.12 extended by the rbsp_slice_trailing_bits() of the last fragment (with the highest
value of fragment_order).

Let numBytesInFragmentX be the value of NumBytesInPRF after the fragment with fragment_order equal
to X has been processed as described in subclause G.7.3.2. 12.

Let currSE be a syntax element, let bitX be the last bit that was read by the function read_bits() after
decoding the syntax element currSE (but before the CABAC renormalization process in subclause
G.9.3.3.2.2 when entropy_coding_mode_flag is equal to 1), and let nuniByteSE be the byte (starting
with 0) that contains the bit bitX.

The values of slice header syntax elements for the NAL unit with fragment_order equal to X are derived
as follows.

If the syntax element is present in the slice header of the NAL unit with fragment_order equal to X, the value
of this syntax element will be used.

Otherwise, the value of the syntax elements (or its inferred value) in the slice header of the NAL unit with
fragment_order equal to 0 will be used.

A slice data syntax element currSE belongs to a fragment with fragment_order equal to X when
numByteSE is less than numBytesInFragmentX.

NOTE - The set of syntax elements of a fragment with fragment_order equal to X is identical to the set of syntax elements of the
entire concatenated NAL unit, when all fragments with fragment_order greater than X would have been removed.

G.8.2 Slice decoding process

G.8.2.1 Decoding process for picture order count

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply w ith thefollowing modifications.

J) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in A VC

Picture order counts are used to determine initial picture orderings for reference pictures in the decoding of B slices (see
subclauses 8.2.4.2.3 and 8.2.4.2.4), to represent picture order differences between frames or fields for motion vector



derivation in temporal direct mode (see subclause 8.4.1 .2.3), for implicit mode weighted prediction in B slices (see
subclause 8.4.2.3.2), and for decoder conformance checking (see subclause C.4).

with the following

Picture order counts are used to determine initial picture orderings for reference pictures in the decoding of B slices and
EB slices (see subclauses G.8.2.4.2.3 and G.8.2.4.2.4), to represent picture order differences between frames or fields for
motion vector derivation in temporal direct mode (see subclause G.8.4. 1.2.3), for implicit mode weighted prediction in B
and EB slices (see subclause 8.4.2.3.2), and for decoder conformance checking (see subclause C.4).

In the following of this subclause only pictures with an identical value of their variable dependency_id are considered.

NOTE-The picture order counts of pictures with aspecific value of dependency_id are decoded indepeπdenly of syntax elements
and variables of pictures having a different value of the variable dependency_id.

G.8.2.1.1 Decoding process for picture order count type 0

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in A VC

Input to this process is PicOrderCntMsb of the previous reference picture in decoding order as specified in his
subclause.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The variables prevPicOrderCntMsb and prevPicOrderCntLsb are derived as follows.

If the current picture is an IDR picture, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the current picture is not an IDR picture), the following applies.

If the previous reference picture in decoding order included a memory_management_contr σl_operation equal
to 5, the following applies.

If the previous reference picture in decoding order is not a bottom field, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal
to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to the value of TopFieldOrderCnt for the previous reference
picture in decoding order.

Otherwise (the previous reference picture in decoding order is a bottom field), prevPicOrderCntMsb is set
equal to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the previous reference picture in decoding order did not include a
memory_management_control_operation equal to 5), prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to PicOrderCntMsb of
the previous reference picture in decoding order and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to the value of
pic_order_cnt_lsb of the previous reference picture in decoding order.

with thefollowing

Input to this process is PicOrderCntMsb of the picture prevRefPic as specified in this subclause, with prevRefPic being
the previous reference picture in decoding order with a value of dependency_id equal to the value of variable
dependency id of the current picture.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The variables prevPicOrderCntMsb and prevPicOrderCntLsb are derived as follows.

If the current picture is an IDR picture, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and prevPicOrderCntLsb is
set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the current picture is not an IDR picture), the following applies.

If the picture prevRefPic included a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5, the following applies.

If the picture prevRefPic is not a bottom field, prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and
prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to the value of TopFieldOrderCnt for the picture prevRefPic.

Otherwise (the picture prevRefPic is a bottom field), prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to 0 and
prevPicOrderCntLsb is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the picture prevRefPic did not include a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5),
prevPicOrderCntMsb is set equal to PicOrderCntMsb of the picture prevRefPic and prevPicOrderCntLsb is set
equal to the value of pic_order_cnt_lsb of the picture prevRefPic.



G.8.2.1.2 Decoding process for picture order count type 1

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in AVC

Input to this process is FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding order as specified in this subclause.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The values of TopFieldOrderCnt and BottomFieldOrderCnt are derived as specified in this subclause. Let
prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the previous picture in decoding order.

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the previous picture in decoding order included a memory _management_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the previous picture in decoding order did not include a
memory _management_control_operation equal to 5), prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of
FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding order.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frarne_num_value_allo\ved_flag is equal to 1, the previous picture in decoding order may be a "non-
existing" frame inferred by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause 8.2.5.2.

with the following

Input to this process is FrameNumOffset of the picture prevPic as specified in this subclause, with prevPic being the
previous picture in decoding order with a value of dependency _id equal to the value of variable dependency _id of the
current picture.

Outputs of this process are either or both TopFieldOrderCnt or BottomFieldOrderCnt.

The values of TopFieldOrderCnt and BottomFieldOrderCnt are derived as specified in this subclause. Let
prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the picture prevPic .

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the picture prevPic included a memory _management_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the picture prevPic did not include a memory _management_control_operation equal to 5),
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding
order.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_nurn_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, the picture prevPic may be a "non-existing" frame inferred
by the decoding process for gaps in frame_nutn specified in subclause G.8.2.5.2.

G.8.2.1.3 Decoding process for picture order count type 2

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) Replace the following paragraphs of this subclause in AVC

Let prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the previous picture in decoding order.

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.

If the previous picture in decoding order included a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the previous picture in decoding order did not include a
memory_management_control_operation equal to 5), prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of
FrameNumOffset of the previous picture in decoding order.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1 (he previous picture in decoding order may be a "non-
existing" frame inferred by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause 8.2.5.2.

with the following

Let prevPic be the previous picture in decoding order with a value of dependency _id equal to the value of the variable
dependency_id of the current picture.

Let prevFrameNum be equal to the frame_num of the picture prevPic.

When the current picture is not an IDR picture, the variable prevFrameNumOffset is derived as follows.



If the picture prevPic included a memory_tnanageraent_control_operation equal to 5,
prevFrameNum Offset is set equal to 0.

Otherwise (the picture prevPic did not include a memory_management_control_operation equal to 5),
prevFrameNumOffset is set equal to the value of FrameNumOffset of the picture prevPic.

NOTE - When gaps_inj ϊ ame_num_value_allowed_flag is equal to 1, the picture prevPic may be a "non-existing" frame inferred
by the decoding process for gaps in frame_num specified in subclause G.8.2.5.2.

G.S.2.2 Decoding process for macroblock to slice group map

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.8.2.3 Decoding process for slice data partitioning

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.8.2.4 Decoding process for reference picture lists construction

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall be replaced with thefollowing

This process is invoked at the beginning of decoding of each P, SP, B, EP, or EB slice.

Outputs of this process are a reference picture list RefPicListO and, when decoding a B or EB slice, a second reference
picture list RefPicListl.

Decoded reference pictures are marked as "used for short-term reference" or "used for long-term reference" as specified
by the bitstream and specified in subclause G.8.2.5. Short-term decoded reference pictures are identified by the value of
frame_num. Long-term decoded reference pictures are assigned a long-term frame index as specified by the bitstream
and specified in subclause G.8.2.5.

Subclause G.8.2.4.1 is invoked to specify

the assignment of variables FrameNum, FrameNumWrap, and PicNum to each of the short-term reference
pictures, and

the assignment of variable LongTermPicNum to each of the long-term reference pictures.

Reference pictures are addressed through reference indices as specified in subclause G.8.2.4.1 . A reference index is an
index into a reference picture list. When decoding a P, EP, or SP slice, there is a single reference picture list RefPicListO.
When decoding a B or EB slice, there is a second independent reference picture list RefPicListl in addition to
RefPicListO.

At the beginning of decoding of each slice, reference picture list RefPicListO, and for B or BB slices RefPicListl, are
derived as follows.

An initial reference picture list RefPicListO and for B and EB slices RefPicListl are derived as specified
in subclause G.8.2.4.2.

The initial reference picture list RefPicListO and for B and EB slices RefPicListl are modified as specified
in subclause G.8.2.4.3.

The number of entries in the modified reference picture list RefPicListO is num_ref_idx_10_active_minusl + 1, and for B
and EB slices the number of entries in the modified reference picture list RefPicListl is
num_ref_idx_ll_active_minusl + 1. A reference picture may appear at more than one index in the modified reference
picture lists RefPicListO or RefPicListl.

When referring the pictures occurring among the first fnum ref idx 10 active minusl + T and
fnum ref idx ll active minusl + 1) pictures in RefPicListO and RefPicListl. respectively, as active reference pictures
and temporal level always_zerojElag is equal to 0 and temporal level is equal to 0. all of the following conditions shall
be true.

- An active reference pictures shall have temporal level equal to 0 .

One of the following shall be true.

An active reference picture shall be marked as "used for lone-term reference".

Let currFrameNumWrap be the value of FrameNumWrap of the current picture. prevFrameNum Wrap be the
value of FrameNumWrap of an active reference picture, and numT .ongTerm be equal to be the total number of
reference frames. The result of fcurrr'rameNumWrap - PrevFrameNum Wrap shall be smaller than or equal to
fnum ref frames —numL ongTermi.
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G.8.2.4.1 Decoding process for picture numbers

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

G.8.2.4.2 Initialisation process for reference picture lists

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

J) Replace thefollowing paragraphs of this subclause in AVC

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a P, SP, or B slice header.

Outputs of this process are initial reference picture list RefPicListO, and when decoding a B slice, initial reference picture
list RefPicListl.

with thefollowing

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a P, SP, B, EP, or EB slice header.

Outputs of this process are initial reference picture list RefPicListO, and when decoding a B or EB slice, initial reference
picture list RefPicListl .

G.8.2.4.2. 1Initialisation process for the reference picture list for P, EP and SP slices in frames

The specification of this subclause in A VC and its title shall be replaced with thefollowing and the above, respectively.

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a P, EP or SP slice in a coded frame.

Output of this process is the initial reference picture list RefPicListO.

For the initialisation process of the reference picture list RefPicListO in this subclause, only reference pictures for which
all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency d of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency _id of the current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference" when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1

the picture is not marked as "base reference", when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 0

the syntax element temporal level of the picture is smaller than or equal to the value of the syntax element
temporal level of the current picture

When this process is invoked, there shall be at feast one reference frame or complementary reference field pair that is
currently marked as "used for short-term reference" or "used for long-term reference".

The reference picture list RefPicListO is ordered so that short-term reference frames and short-term complementary
reference field pairs have lower indices than long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field
pairs.

The short-term reference frames and complementary reference Field pairs are ordered starting with the frame or
complementary field pair with the highest PicNum value and proceeding through in descending order to the frame or
complementary field pair with the lowest PicNum value.

The long-term reference frames and complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with the frame or
complementary field pair with the lowest LongTermPicNum value and proceeding through in ascending order to the
frame or complementary field pair with the highest LongTermPicNum value.

NOTE - A non-paired reference field is not used for iter prediction for decoding a frame, regardless of the value of
MbaffFrameFlag.

For example, when three reference frames are marked as "used for short-term reference" with PicNum equal to 300, 302,
and 303 and two reference frames are marked as "used for long-term reference" with LongTermPicNum equal to 0 and 3,
the initial index order is:

RefPicListO[O] is set equal to the short-term reference picture with PicNum = 303,

RefPicListO[l] is set equal to the short-term reference picture with PicNum = 302,

RefPicListO[2] is set equal to the short-term reference picture with PicNum = 300,

RefPicListO[3] is set equal to the long-term reference picture with LongTermPicNum = 0, and



RefPicListO[4] is set equal to the long-term reference picture with LongTermPicNum = 3.

G.8.2.4.2.2 Initialisation process for the reference picture list for P and SP slices in fields

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

J) After the paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "Output of thisprocess ... ", insert thefollowing paragraph

For the initialisation process of the reference picture list RefPicListO in this subclause, only reference pictures with the
syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency_id of the current picture and
with the syntax element temporaljevel that is equal to or smaller than the value of the syntax element temporal level of
the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.4.2.3 Initialisation process for the reference picture list for B and EB slices in frames

The specification of this subclause in A VC and its title shall be replaced with thefollowing and the above, respectively.

This initialisation process is invoked when decoding a B or a EB slice in a coded frame.

Outputs of this process are the initial reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl.

For the initialisation process of the reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl in this subclause, only reference
pictures for which all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency _id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency _id of the current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference ", when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1

the picture is not marked as "base reference", when KeyPictureFlag is equal to 0

the syntax element temporaljevel that is equal to or smaller than the value of the syntax element
temporal level of the current picture

When this process is invoked, there shall be at least one reference frame or complementary reference field pair that is
currently marked as "used for short-term reference" or "used for long-term reference".

For B slices, the order of short-term reference pictures in the reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl depends
on output order, as given by PicOrderCnt( ). When pic_order_cnt_type is equal to 0, reference pictures that are marked
as "non-existing" as specified in subclause G.8.2.5.2 are not included in either RefPicListO or RefPicList 1.

NOTE - When gaps_in_frame_numjvalue_allowed_flag is equal to 1, encoders should use reference picture list reordering to
ensure proper operation of the decoding process (particularly when pic_order_cnt_type is equal to 0, in which case PicOrderCnt( )
is not inferred for "non-existing" frames).

The reference picture list RefPicListO is ordered such that short-term reference frames and short-term complementary
reference field pairs have lower indices than long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field
pairs. It is ordered as follows.

Short-term reference frames and short-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with
the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frmO with the largest value of
PicOrderCnt( frmO ) less than the value of PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) and proceeding through in descending
order to the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frml that has the smallest
value of PicOrderCnt( frml ), and then continuing with the short-term reference frame or complementary
reference field pair frm2 with the smallest value of PicOrderCnt( frm2 ) greater than the value of
PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) of the current frame and proceeding through in ascending order t o the short-term
reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm3 that has the largest value of
PicOrderCnt( frm3 ).

The long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting
with the long-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair that has the lowest
LongTermPicNum value and proceeding through in ascending order to the long-term reference frame or
complementary reference field pair that has the highest LongTermPicNum value.

The reference picture list RefPicListl is ordered so that short-term reference frames and short-term complementary
reference field pairs have lower indices than long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field
pairs. It is ordered as follows.

Short-term reference frames and short-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with
the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm4 with the smallest value of
PicOrderCnt( frm4 ) greater than the value of PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) of the current frame and proceeding
through in ascending order to the short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm5



that has the largest value of PicOrderCnt( frm5 ), and then continuing with the short-term reference frame
or complementary reference field pair frm6 with the largest value of PicOrderCnt( frm ) less than the
value of PicOrderCnt( CurrPic ) of the current frame and proceeding through in descending order to the
short-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair frm7 that has the smallest value of
PicOrderCnt( frm7 ) .

Long-term reference frames and long-term complementary reference field pairs are ordered starting with
the long-term reference frame or complementary reference field pair that has the lowest
LongTermPicNum value and proceeding through in ascending order to the long-term reference frame or
complementary reference field pair that has the highest LongTermPicNum value.

When the reference picture list RefPicListl has more than one entry and RefPicListl is identical to the
reference picture list RefPicListO, the first two entries RefPicListl [0] and RefPicListl [1] are switched.

NOTE - A non-paired reference field is not used for inter prediction of frames independent of the value of MbaffFrameFlag.

G.8.2.4.2.4 Initialisation process for the reference picture list for B slices in fields

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications

J) After the paragraph of this subclause in A VC starting with "Output of this process ... ", insert thefollowing paragraph

For the initialisation process of the reference picture lists RefPicListO and RefPicListl in this subclause, only reference
pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency_id of the
current picture and with the syntax element temporal level that is equal to or smaller than the value of the syntax
element temporal level of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.4.2.5Initialisation process for reference picture lists in fields

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.

G.8.2.4.3 Reordering process for reference picture lists

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with the following additions (inserted at the end of
section 8.2.4.3).

G.8.2.5 Decoded reference picture marking process

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing additions (inserted at the end of section 8 2.5).

[Ed. Note(JR/HS): This text should be modifed. The following process should be called whenever a PR slice is received,
but before it is decoded. This is not the case of this subclause, as it is only called at the end of the AU]

When KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1 the following applies

When FirstPRSlice is equal to 0, the decoded picture is marked as "key reference"

When FirstPRSlice is equal to 1, the following applies

The arrays S'L, S'cb, S'cr (reprensenting the decoded picture prior to deblocking filter process) are copied into
the arrays BS' , BS'c b, BS' Cr respectively

The clause G.8.7 (debloking filter process) is invoked with the difference that the filtering is applied on the
input BS'L, BS'c b. BS'cr and that the output are assigned to the arrays BSL, BSQ,, BSQ- (the decoded key
picture)

The decoded key picture (represented by the arrays BSL, BSCb , BSCr) inherit from all the marking, the syntax
elements and the variables of the current picture.

The decoded key picture is marked as "base reference"

The marking "key reference" is removed from the decoded picture

After PR slice decoding, the decoded picture is marked as "enhanced reference"

NOTE: As the key pictue inherited from the marking of the decoded picture before the marking "key reference" was removed, the
decoded key picture is still marked as "key reference"

G.8.2.5.1 Sequence of operations for decoded reference picture marking process

Decoded reference picture marking proceeds in the following ordered steps.



1. When frame num of the current picture is not equal to PrcvRofFrameNum and is not equal to
( PrevRefFrameNum+ 1 ) % MaxFrameNum. the decoding process for gaps in frame num is performed according to
subclause G.8.2.5.2.

2. All slices of the current picture are decoded.

3. Depending on whether the current picture is an IDR picture, the following applies.

If the current picture is an IDR picture, the following applies.

- All reference pictures shall be marked as "unused for reference"

- Depending on long term_reference flag, the following applies.

- If long term reference flag is equal to 0. the IDR picture shall be marked as "used for short-term
reference" and MaxLongTermFrameldx shall be set equal to "no long-term frame indices".

- Otherwise (long term_reference_flag is equal to 1). the IDR picture shall be marked as "used for long-
term reference", the LongTermFrameldx for the IDR picture shall be set equal to 0. and
MaxLongTermFrameldx shall be set equal to 0.

If the current picture is an EIDR picture, the following applies.

- AU reference pictures marked as "used for short-term" reference and having temporal level equal to the value
of temporal level of the current picture shall be marked as "unused for reference"

- Otherwise fthe current picture is not an IDR picture or an EIDR picturei. the following applies,

- If adaptive ref pic marking mode flag is equal to 0. the process specified in subclause G 8.2.5.3 is invoked.

- Otherwise (adaptive ref pic marking mode flag is equal to O. the process specified in subclause G.8.2 5.4 is

4. When the current picture is not an IDR picture and it was not marked as "used for long-term reference" by
memory management control operation equal to 6. it is marked as "used for short-term reference".

After marking the current decoded reference picture, among the decoding pictures having dependency id equal to the
dependency id of the current picture, the total number of frames with at least one field marked as "used for reference",
plus the number of complementary field pairs with at least one field marked as "used for reference", plus the number of
non-paired fields marked as "used for reference" shall not be greater than Maxf num ref_ frames. I ).

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply

G.8.2.5.2 Decoding process for gaps in frame_num

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with the following paraeraph replaced

This process is invoked when frame num is not equal to PrevRefFrameNum and is not equal to
PrevRefFrameNum+ 1 % MaxFrameNum .

with the paragraph below

This process is invoked when frame num is not equal to PrevRefFrameNum and is not equal to
( PrevRefFrameNum+ 1 ) % MaxFrameNum and temporal_level_always zero flag is equal to 1.

Tho specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply.-

G.8.2.5.3 Sliding window decoded reference picture marking process

paragraph

For the thiu process, only pictures with the syntax element depcndoney_id that is equal to the value of the syntax clement
dependency id of the current picture are confiidered.This process is invoked when adaptive ref pic marking mode flag
is equal to 0. For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency id that is equal to the value of the
syntax element dependency id of the current picture are considered-

Depending on the properties of the current picture as specified below, the following applies.

If the current picture is a coded field that is the second field in decoding order of a complementary reference field
pair, and the first field has been marked as "used for short-term reference" the current picture is also marked as
"used for short-term reference".



Otherwise, the following applies.

- Let numShoitTerm be the total number of reference frames, complementary reference field pairs and non -paired
reference fields for which at least one field is marked as "used for short-term reference" and the value of
temporal level is equal to the the value of temporal level of the current picture. Let numLongTerm be the total
number of reference frames, complementary reference field pairs and non-paired reference fields for which at
least one field is marked as "used for long-term reference".

- If temporal level always_zero flag is equal to 0. the following applies.

- When numShortTerm is equal to num_ref_ frames _in_temporal_level| temporal level and temporal level is
greater than 0. the short-term reference frame, complementary reference field pair or non-paired reference
field that has the smallest value of FrameNumWrap and in which the value of temporal level is equal to the
the value of temporaljevel of the current picture is marked as "unused for reference". When it is a frame or a
complementary field pair, both of its fields arc also marked as "unused for reference".

- When numShortTerm + numLongTerm is equal to Maxf num ref_frames in_temporal levelT 0 I 1) and
temporal level is equal to Q the condition that numShortTerm is greater than 0 shall be iilfillcd. the short-
term reference frame complementary reference field pair or non-paired reference field that has the smallest
value of FrameNumWrap and in which the value of temporaljevel is equal to 0 is marked as "unused for
reference". When it is a frame or a complementary field pair, both of its fields are also marked as "unused for
reference".

- Otherwise (temporal level_ always zero flag is equal to 11. the following applies.

- When numShortTerm + numLongTerm is equal to Maxf num_ref frames. 1 "). the condition that
numShortTerm is greater than 0 shall be fulfilled, the short-term reference frame, complementary reference
field pair or non-paired reference field that has the smallest value of FrameNumWrap is marked as ''unused
for reference". When it is a frame or a complementary field pair, both of its fields are also marked as "unused
for reference".

G.8.2.5.4 Adaptive memory control decoded reference picture marking process

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall app ly

G.8.2.5.4.1Marking process of a short-term picture as "unused for reference"

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency _id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.2Marking process of a long-term picture as "unused for reference"

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.3Assignment process of a LongTermFrameldx to a short-term reference picture

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.4Decoding process for MaxLongTermFrameldx

The specification of this subclause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph



For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.S.4.5Marking process of all reference pictures as "unused for reference" and setting
MaxLongTermFrameldx to "no long-term frame indices"

The specification of this subclause inA VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) AfIiT the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.5.4.6 Process for assigning a long -term frame index to the current picture

The specification of this subclause inA VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

1) After the first paragraph of this subclause in AVC starting with "This process is invoked ... ", insert the following
paragraph

For the this process, only pictures with the syntax element dependency_id that is equal to the value of the syntax element
dependency_id of the current picture are considered.

G.8.2.6 Construction of differential reference picture lists for decoding PR slices of key pictures

The current key picture with FirstPRSlice equal to 0 that contains all slices with quality_level equal to 0 is referred to as
base key picture.

This process is invoked when decoding a PR slice in a coded frame, and all of the following conditions are true.

KeyPictureFlag is equal to 1

FirstPRSlice is not equal to 0

The PR slice covers or partially covers a non-I slice in the base key picture

Outputs of this process are a differential reference picture list diffRefPicListO and, when the PR slice of the current key
picture covers or partially covers a B or EB slice of the base key picture, a second differential reference picture list
diffRefPicListl.

In case a PR slice covers or partially covers two or more non-I slices in the base key picture, differential reference
picture lists are constructed separately for each of the corresponding areas in PR slice that covers no more than one non-I
slice in base key picture.

Each differential picture in a differential picture list is generated through a subtraction operation between two pictures.

For the differential reference picture lists used in decoding PR slice of key pictures, the same construction process as
specified in subclause G.8.2.4 is applied except the differences specified in G.8.2.6. 1.

NOTE - When decoding the current key picture with FirstPRSlice equal to 0, the decoding process for reference picture lists
construction prior to decoding of a PR slice is specified in subclause G.8.2.4.

G.8.2.6.TInitialisation process for differential reference picture lists

G.8.2.6.T.ICalculation of differential reference picture

For each slice in a reference picture marked both as "key reference" and as "base reference", a differential reference slice
is calculated by subtracting each luminance and chrominance sample from the slice in the picture marked as "key
reference" from the luminance and chrominance sample in the same spatial location of the slice in the picture marked as
"enhanced reference".

For each slice in a reference picture marked as "key reference" but not marked as "base reference", the differential
reference slice is a zero slice (i.e. all samples of the slice have a value of zero) with the same dimensions as the slice in
the reference picture.

A differential reference picture is then formed by assembling the constituent differential reference slices. The decoded
picture marking process of a key picture is specified in subclause G.8.2.5.

G.8.2.6.1.2 Initialisation process for the differential reference picture list for P, EP and SP slices in frames

The initialisation process is invoked when decoding PR slice or a part of a PR slice that covers or partially covers exactly
one P, EP, or SP slice in a base key picture.



Output of this process is the initial differential reference picture list diffRefPicListO.

For the initialisation process of the differential reference picture list diffRefPicListO in this subclause, only reference
pictures for which all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency_id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency _id of the
current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference"

A differential reference picture is calculated according to subclause G.8.2.6.1.1 and used in constructing the differential
reference picture list.

All other operations are the same as that specified in subclause G.8.2.4.2. 1.

G.S.2.6.1.3Initialisation process for the differential reference picture list for B and EB slices in frames

The initialisation process is invoked when decoding PR slice or a part of a PR slice that covers or partially covers exactly
one B or EB slice in a base key picture.

Outputs of this process are the initial differential reference picture lists diffRefPicListO and diffRefPicListl .

For the initialisation process of the reference picture lists diffRefPicListO and diffRefPicListl in this subclause, only
reference pictures for which all of the following conditions are true are considered.

the syntax element dependency_id of the picture is equal to the value of the syntax element dependency_id of the
current picture

the picture is marked as "key reference"

A differential reference picture is calculated according to subclause G.8.2.6.1.1 and used in constructing the differential
reference picture list.

All other operations are the same as that specified in subclause G.8.2.4.2.3.



Annex D Supplemental enhancement information

The specification of this clause in A VC shall apply with thefollowing modifications.

Replace the syntax table in subclause D.1 with thefollowing:

D.I SEI payload syntax



Add the following subclauses D.1.24, D .1.25, D.I .26, D.1.27:



D.1.24 Scalabilit information SEI message syntax



D.1.25 Sub- icture scalable layer SEI messa e s ntax

D.1.26 Non-required picture SEI message syntax

D.1.27 Qualit la er information SEI messa e s ntax



D.2 SEI payload semantics

Add thefollowing subclauses D.2. 24, D.2.25, D.2.26, D.2.27:

D.2.24 Scalability information SEI message semantics

When present, this SEI message shall appear in an IDR access unit. The semantics of the message are valid until the next
SEI message of the same type.

num_layers_minusl plus 1 indicates the number of scalable layers or presentation points supported by the bitstream.
The value of num_layers_minus 1 is in the scope of 0 to 255, inclusive.

layer__id[ i ] indicates the identifier of the scalable layer.

Each scalable layer is associated with a layer identifier. The layer identifier is assigned as follows. A larger value of layer
identifier indicates a higher layer. A value 0 indicates the lowest layer. Decoding and presentation of a layer is
independent of any higher layer but may be dependent on a lower layer. Therefore, the lowest layer can be decoded and
presented independently, decoding and presentation of layer 1 may be dependent on layer 0, decoding and presentation
of layer 2 may be dependent on layers 0 and 1, and so on. The representation of a scalable layer requires the presence of
the scalable layer itself and all the lower layers on which the scalable layer are directly or indirectly dependent. In the
following, a scalable layer and all the lower layers on which the scalable layer are directly or indirectly dependent are
collectively called the scalable layer representation.

fgs_layer_flag[i ] equal to 1 indicates that the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is an fine granularity scalable
(FGS) layer. A value 0 indicates that the scalable layer is not an FGS layer. The coded slice NAL units of an FGS layer
can be truncated at any byte-aligned position.

sub_pic_layer_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i consists of sub-pictures,
each sub-picture consists of a subset of coded slices of an access unit. A value 0 indicates that the scalable layer consists
of entire access units.

NOTE - The mapping of each sub-picture of a coded picture to a scalable layer is signaled by the sub-picture scalable layer
information SEI message.

sub_region_layer_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the sub-region information for the scalable layer with layer identifier
equal to i is present in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that sub-region information for the scalable layer is not
present in the SEI message.

profile_Ievel_info_presentJFlag[i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the profile and level information for the scalable
layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the profile and level information for the
scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

decoding_dependency_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the decoding dependency information
for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the decoding
dependency information for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

bitrate_info_prese πt_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the bitrate information for the scalable layer with
layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the bitrate information for the scalable layer with
layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

frm_rate_info_present_flag[i j equal to 1 indicates the presence of the frame rate information for the scalable layer
with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the frame rate information for the scalable
layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

frm_size_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the frame size information for the scalable layer
with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the frame size information for the scalable
layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

layer_dependency_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates the presence of the layer dependency information for the
scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the layer dependency
information for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.



init_parameter_sets_info_present_flag[ i ] equal to I indicates the presence of the initial parameter sets information for
the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i in the SEI message. A value 0 indicates that the initial parameter sets
information for the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is not present in the SEI message.

NOTE - The initial parameter sets refers to those parameter sets that can be put in the beginning of the bitstream or that can be
transmitted in the beginning of the session.

layer_profile_idc[ i ], layer_constraint_setO_flag[ i ], layer_constraint_setl_flag[ i ], Iayer_constraint_set2_flag[ i ],
Iayer_constraint_set3_flag[ i ], and layer_level_idc[ i ] indicate the profile and level compliancy of the bitstream of the
representation of scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i. The semantics of layer_profile_idc[ i ],
layer_constraint_setO_flag[ i ], layer_constraint_setl_flag[ i ], Iayer_constraint_set2_flag[ i ],
Iayer_constraint_set3_flag[ i ], and layer_level_idc[ i ] are identical to the semantics of profile_idc, constraint_setO_flag,
constraint_setl_flag, constraint_set2_flag, constraint_set3_flag and IeveMdc, respectively, unless herein the target
bitstream being the bitstream of the scalable layer representation.

temporal_level[ i ], dependency_id( i ] and quality_Ievel[ i ] are equal to temporal level, dependency_id and
quality_level, respectively, of the NAL units in the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i.

avg_bitrate [ i ] indicates the average bit rate, in units of 1000 bits per second, of the bitstream of the representation of
scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i. The semantics of avg_bitrate[ i ] is identical to the semantics of
average_bit_rate in sub-sequence layer characteristics SEI message when accurate_statistics_flag is equal to 1, except
that herein the target bitstream being the bitstream of the scalable layer representation.

max_bitrate[ i ] indicates the maximum bit rate, in units of 1000 bits per second, of the bitstream of the representation
of scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i, in any one-second time window of access unit removal time as specified
in Annex C.

constant_frm_rate_idc[ i ] indicates whether the frame rate of the representation of the scalable layer with layer
identifier equal to i is constant. If the value of avg_frm_rate as specified in below is constant whichever a temporal
section of the scalable layer representation is used for the calculation, then the frame rate is constant, otherwise the frame
rate is non-constant. Value 0 denotes a non-constant frame rate, value 1 denotes a constant frame rate, and value 2
denotes that it is not clear whether the frame rate is constant. The value of constantFrameRate is in the range of 0 to 2,
inclusive.

avg_frm_rate[ i ] indicates the average frame rate, in units of frames per second, of the bitstream of the representation
of scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i. The semantics of avg_frm_rate[ i ] is identical to the semantics of
average_frame_rate in sub-sequence layer characteristics SEI message when accurate_statistics_flag is equal to 1, except
that herein the target bitstream being the bitstream of the scalable layer representation.

frm_width_iπ_mbs_minusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the maximum width, in macroblocks, of a coded frame in the
representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal i.

frm_height_in_mbs_minusl[ i ] plus I indicates the maximum height, in macroblocks, of a coded frame in the
representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal i .

base_region_layer_id[ i ] plus 1 indicates the layer identifier value of the scalable layer wherein the represented region
is used as the base region for derivation of the region represented by the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i.

dynamic_rect_flag[ i ] equal to 1 indicates that the region represented by the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to
i is a dynamically changed rectangular part of the base region. Otherwise the region represented by the current scalable
layer is a fixed rectangular part of the base region.

horizontal_offset[ i ] and verticial_offset[ i ] give the horizontal and vertical offsets, respectively, of the top-left pixel
of the rectangular region represented by the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i, in relative
to the top -left pixel of the base region, in luma samples of the base region.

region_width[ i ] and region_height[ i ] give the width and height, respectively, of the rectangular region represented by
the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i, in luma samples of the base region.

roi_id [ i ] indicates the region-of-interest identifier of the region represented by the scalable layer with layer identifier
equal to i.

num_directly_dependent_layers[ i ] indicates the number of scalable layers that the scalable layer with layer identifier
equal to i is directly dependent on. Layer A is directly dependent on layer B means that there is at least one coded picture
in layer A has inter-layer prediction from layer B. The value of num_directly_dependent_layers is in the scope of 0 to
255, inclusive.

directly_depeπdeπt_layer_id_delta[ i ][ j ] indicates the difference between the layer identifier of the j t h scalable layer
that the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i is directly dependent on and i. The layer identifier of the directly
dependent scalable layer is equal to (directly_dependent_layer_id_delta + i).



num_init_seq_parameter_set_minusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the number of initial sequence parameter sets for decoding
the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifierequal to i .

init_seq_parameter_set_id_delta[ i ] [ j ) indicates the value of the seq_parameter_set_id of the § initial sequence
parameter set for decoding the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i if j is equal to 0. If j is
larger than 0, init_seq_parameter_set_id_delta[ i J[ j ] indicates the difference between the value of the
seq_parameter_set_id of the j initial sequence parameter set and the value of the seq_parameter_set_id of the G-l) th

initial sequence parameter set. The initial sequence parameter sets are logically ordered in ascending order of the value of
seq_parameter_set_id.

num_init_pic_parameter_set_minusl[ i ] plus 1 indicates the number of initial picture parameter sets for decoding the
representation of the scalable layer with layer identifier equal to i .

init_picjarameter_set_id_delta[ i ][ j ] indicates the value of the pic_parameter_set_id of the j*1 initial picture
parameter set for decoding the representation of the scalable layer with layer identifierequal to i if j is equal to 0. If j is
larger than 0 init_pic_parameter_set_id_delta[i ][j ] indicates the difference between the value of the
pic_parameter_set_id of the j initial picture parameter set and the value of the pic_parameter_set_id of the (j-l) th initial
picture parameter set. The initial picture parameter sets are logically ordered in ascending order of the value of
pic_parameter_set_id.

D.2.25 Sub-picture scalable layer SEI message semantics

When present, this SEI message shall appear in the same SEI payload containing a motion-constrained slice group set
SEI message and immediately succeeds the motion-constrained slice group set SEI message in decoding order. The slice
group set identified by the motion-constrained slice group set SEI message is called the associated slice group set of the
sub-picture layer information SEI message.

layer_id indicates the layer identifier of the scalable layer to which the coded slice NAL units in the associated slice
group set belongs.

D.2.26 Non-required picture SEI message semantics

The information conveyed in this SEI message concerns an access unit. When present, this SEI message shall appear
before any coded slice NAL unit or coded slice data partition NAL unit of the corresponding access unit.

num_info_entries_minusl plus 1 indicates the number of the information entries following this syntax element. The
value shall be in the range of 0 to 7, inclusive.

entry_dependency_id[ i ] indicates the dependency_id value of the target picture whose information of non-required
pictures is described by the following syntax elements. The instances of entry_dependency_id[ i ] shall appear in the
increasing order of their values. The quality_level value of the target picture is always zero. A non-required picture of the
target picture is not required in decoding of any other pictures in the coded video sequence and having the same
dependency_id value and quality_level value as the target picture.

NOTE - A picture having qualityjevel larger than 0 is a FGS picture whose inter-prediction reference source is always fixed.
Therefore, a FGS picture's non-required pictures are the same as the picture having the same dependency_id value as the FGS
picture and quality_level equal to 0.

num_non_required_pics_minusl[i ] plus 1 indicates the number of non-required pictures signaled in the current entry
for the target picture having the dependency _id value equal to entry _dependency_id[ i ] and the quality_level value equal
to 0. The value shall be in the range of 0 to 30, inclusive.

non_required_pic_dependency_id[ i ][ j ] indicates the dependency_id value of the j-th non-required picture signaled in
the current entry for the target picture having the dependency id value equal to entry_dependency_id[i ] and the
quality_level value equal to 0.

non_required_pic_quality_level[ i ] [j ] indicates the quality level value of the j-th non-required picture signaled in the
current entry for the target picture having the dependency_id value equal to entry_dependency_id[ i ] and the
quality_level value equal to 0. In addition, those pictures that have dependency_id equal to
non_required_pic_dependency_id[i ][j ] and quality_level larger than non_required_pic_quality_level[ i ][ j ] are also
non-required pictures for the same target picture.

πon_required_pic_fragraent_order( i ][j ] indicates the fragment order value of the j-th non-required picture signaled
in the current entry for the target picture having the dependency_id value equal to entry_dependency__id[ i ] and the
quality_level value equal to 0. In addition, those pictures that have dependency_id equal to
non_required_pic_dependency_id[ i ][ j ], quality_level equal to nonjrequired__pic_quality_leve[ i ][j ] and
fragment_order larger than non_required_pic_ fragment_order[ i ][ j ] are also non-required pictures for the same target
picture.



Besides the non-required pictures explicitly signaled in the SEI message, the following rules shall be applied to derive
additional non-required pictures:

If a picture having dependency _id equal to A is not a non-required picture for the picture having
dependency_id equal to B wherein B is larger than or equal to A, then all the non-required pictures for the
picture having dependency_id equal to A are also non-required pictures for the picture having
deρendency_id equal to B .

If the layer desired for playback has dependency _id equal to C that is not equal to any of the signaled
entry_dependency_id [ i ] values, the n-th entry that has the largest entry_dependency_id[ i ] smaller than
C is searched for. The picture having dependency_id equal to C shall have the same set of non-required
pictures as the picture having dependency_id equal to the entry_dependency_id[ i ] of the n-th entry and
quality_level equal to 0. If there is no entry that has entry_dependency_id[ i ] smaller than C, then there
are no non-required pictures in the associated access unit for the picture having dependency_id equal to C.

D.2.26 Quality layer information SEI message semantics

num_quality_layers specifies the number of quality layers defined for this frame.

quality_layer[ i ] specifies the value of the i-th quality layer.

delta_quality_layer_byte_offset[ i ] specifies the number of bytes that should be extracted for the i-th quality layer. For
each i, delta_quality_layer_byte_offset[i ] specifies the number of additional offset bytes for the current quality layer.
The total byte offset quality_layer_byte_offset is calculated as

quality_layer_byte_°ffset = 0
for ( n = 0; n < i; n++ )

quality_layer_byte_offset += delta_quality_layer_byte_offset[ n

The total byte offset quality_layer_byte_offset indicates the truncation point for the progressive refinement packet.



Claims:

1. A method of decoding a scalable video data stream
comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer, the
method comprising:

decoding pictures of the video data stream according to a
first decoding algorithm, if pictures only from the base layer are to be
decoded; and

decoding pictures of the video data stream according to a
second decoding algorithm, if pictures from the base layer and from at
least one enhancement layer are to be decoded.

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein
the steps of decoding pictures of the video data stream

include a process of marking decoded reference pictures.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein
said first decoding algorithm is compliant with a sliding

window decoded reference picture marking process according to
H.264/AVC.

4 . The method according to any preceding claim, wherein
said second decoding algorithm carries out a sliding window

decoded reference picture marking process, which is operated
separately for each group of pictures having same values of temporal
scalability and inter-layer coding dependency.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:
in response to decoding a reference picture located on a

particular temporal level, marking a previous reference picture on the
same temporal level as unused for reference.

6. The method according to claim 4 , further comprising:
marking the decoded reference pictures on temporal level 0

as long-term reference pictures.



7 . The method according to claim 6 , further
comprising:

preventing memory management control operations tackling
long-term reference pictures for the decoded pictures on temporal levels
greater than 0.

8 . The method according to claim 6, further comprising:
restricting memory management control operations tackling

short-term pictures only for the decoded pictures on the same or higher
temporal level than the current picture.

9. A method of decoding a scalable video data stream
comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer, the
method comprising:

decoding signalling information received with a scalable data
stream, said signalling information including information about temporal
scalability and inter-layer coding dependencies of pictures on said
layers;

decoding the pictures on said layers in decoding order; and

buffering the decoded pictures according to an independent
sliding window process such that said process is operated separately
for each group of pictures having same values of temporal scalability
and inter-layer coding dependency.

10. A video decoder for decoding a scalable video data
stream comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer,
the video decoder comprising:

means for decoding pictures of the video data stream
according to a first decoding algorithm, if pictures only from the base
layer are to be decoded; and

means for decoding pictures of the video data stream
according to a second decoding algorithm, if pictures from the base
layer and from at least one enhancement layer are to be decoded.

11. A video decoder for decoding a scalable video data

stream comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer,
the video decoder comprising:



means for decoding signalling information received
with a scalable data stream, said signalling information including
information about temporal scalability and inter-layer coding
dependencies of pictures on said layers;

means for decoding the pictures on said layers in decoding
order; and

means for buffering the decoded pictures according to an

independent sliding window process such that said process is operated
separately for each group of pictures having same values of temporal
scalability and inter-layer coding dependency.

12. An electronic device for decoding a scalable video data
stream comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer,
the device including a video decoder comprising:

means for decoding pictures of the video data stream
according to a first decoding algorithm, if pictures only from the base
layer are to be decoded; and

means for decoding pictures of the video data stream
according to a second decoding algorithm, if pictures from the base

layer and from at least one enhancement layer are to be decoded.

13. The electronic device according to claim 12, wherein said
means for decoding pictures of the video data stream according to the
second decoding algorithm further comprises:

means for decoding signalling information received with a
scalable data stream, said signalling information including information
about temporal scalability and inter-layer coding dependencies of
pictures on said layers;

means for decoding the pictures on said layers in decoding
order; and

means for buffering the decoded pictures according to an

independent sliding window process such that said process is operated
separately for each group of pictures having same values of temporal
scalability and inter-layer coding dependency.

14. The electronic device according to claim 12, wherein said

electronic device is one of the following: a mobile phone, a computer, a



PDA device, a set-top box for a digital television system, a gaming
console, a media player or a television.

15 . A computer program product, stored on a computer
readable medium and executable in a data processing device, for
decoding a scalable video data stream comprising a base layer and at
least one enhancement layer, the computer program product
comprising

a computer program code section for decoding pictures of
the video data stream according to a first decoding algorithm, if pictures
only from the base layer are to be decoded; and

a computer program code section for decoding pictures of
the video data stream according to a second decoding algorithm, if
pictures from the base layer and from at least one enhancement layer
are to be decoded.

16. The computer program product according to claim 15,

wherein the computer program product further comprises:
a computer program code section for decoding signalling

information received with a scalable data stream, said signalling
information including information about temporal scalability and inter-
layer coding dependencies of pictures on said layers;

a computer program code section for decoding the pictures
on said layers in decoding order; and

a computer program code section for buffering the decoded
pictures according to an independent sliding window process such that
said process is operated separately for each group of pictures having
same values of temporal scalability and inter-layer coding dependency.

17. A method of encoding a scalable video data stream
comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer, the
method comprising:

generating and encoding a reference picture list for
prediction, said reference picture list enabling creation of the same
picture references, if a first decoded reference picture marking algorithm
is used for a data stream modified to comprise only the base layer, or if
a second decoded reference picture marking algorithm is used for a



data stream comprising at least part of said at least one
enhancement layer.

18. A method according to claim 17, further comprising:
marking the decoded reference pictures on temporal level 0

as long-term reference pictures.

19. The method according to claim 17 or 18 , further
comprising:

preventing memory management control operations tackling
long-term reference pictures for the decoded pictures on temporal levels
greater than 0 .

20. The method according to claim 17 or 18, further
comprising:

restricting memory management control operations tackling
short-term pictures only for the decoded pictures on the same or higher
temporal level than the current picture.

2 1. A video encoder for encoding a scalable video data

stream comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer,
the video encoder comprising:

means for generating and encoding a reference picture list
for prediction, said reference picture list enabling creation of the same
picture references, if a first decoded reference picture marking algorithm
is used for a data stream modified to comprise only the base layer, or if
a second decoded reference picture marking algorithm is used for a
data stream comprising at least part of said at least one enhancement
layer.

22. An electronic device for encoding a scalable video data
stream comprising a base layer and at least one enhancement layer,
the device including a video encoder comprising:

means for generating and encoding a reference picture list
for prediction, said reference picture list enabling creation of the same
picture references, if a first decoded reference picture marking algorithm
is used for a data stream modified to comprise only the base layer, or if



a second decoded reference picture marking algorithm is used
for a data stream comprising at least part of said at least one
enhancement layer.

23. The electronic device according to claim 22, wherein said
electronic device is one of the following: a mobile phone, a computer, a
PDA device, a set-top box for a digital television system, a gaming
console, a media player or a television.

24. A computer program product, stored on a computer
readable medium and executable in a data processing device, for
encoding a scalable video data stream comprising a base layer and at
least one enhancement layer, the computer program product
comprising:

a computer program code section for generating and
encoding a reference picture list for prediction, said reference picture list
enabling creation of the same picture references, if a first decoded
reference picture marking algorithm is used for a data stream modified
to comprise only the base layer, or if a second decoded reference
picture marking algorithm is used for a data stream comprising at least
part of said at least one enhancement layer.
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